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Non – Technical Summary 

In January 2017, Archaeology Wales was commissioned by Hugh Griffiths Architects Ltd, 

acting on behalf of their client Garip Demirci, to carry out an Archaeological Desk-Based 

Assessment and site visit to determine the archaeological potential of land on Jockey Street, 

Swansea. The assessment has been undertaken in advance of the submission of a planning 

application for student accommodation development. 

No registered Historic Landscape, Conservation Area, registered Historic Park & Garden, 

Scheduled Ancient Monument or Listed Building, will be directly affected by the proposed 

development.  

No registered Historic Landscape, registered Historic Park & Garden or Scheduled Ancient 

Monument will be indirectly affected by the proposed development, as no links, visual or 

otherwise, could be established with such designated sites.  

The site lies within the Landmap historic landscape area of Swansea (SWNSHL307). As the 

main characteristics and value of this townscape are not recorded on the Landmap online 

database, the full impact cannot be assessed, although any impact is considered to likely be 

relatively minor.  

One Conservation Area, that of Vivianstown (CA017) which lies to the north of the site, may 

be indirectly affected through the visual impact of the proposed development. This is 

considered to be a Negligible Impact.  

There is considered to be a Negligible indirect impact on two listed buildings, namely the 

Church of St John the Baptist (LB 11601, Grade II listed) and St Matthew’s Church (LB 11584, 

Grade II listed), due to potential visual impacts. There is also considered to be a Minor indirect 

impact on The Palace Theatre (LB 11585, Grade II listed) due to proximity and partial views. 

There is considered to be a Minor to Moderate indirect impact on Bethesda Baptist Chapel (LB 

11554, Grade II* listed), due to proximity, visual impact and general cumulative effect. 

Research highlights the potential for archaeological remains to be present associated with a 

Roman Road, considered to be of Regional (Medium) interest/value, and medieval settlement, 

considered to be of Local (Low) interest/value. The potential for remains to exist however is 

considered to be low, and therefore the potential impact is considered to be Negligible to 

Minor on both sites. Late post-medieval urban development has been identified across the 

proposed development area, considered to be of Local (Low) interest/value. Although all 

above-ground remains have been removed, there is considered to be a medium potential for 

remains to survive below-ground, and the proposed development is considered to have a 

Major impact on these remains.  

It is recommended that an archaeological watching brief be maintained on development works 

in order to identify and record any evidence of post-medieval urban development, and any 

potential Roman or Medieval archaeological remains. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 In January 2017 Archaeology Wales (AW) was commissioned by Hugh Griffiths 

Architects Ltd, on behalf of their client Garip Demirci, to carry out an archaeological 

Desk-Based Assessment of a proposed multi-storey block of student accommodation on 

the site of the Canoldre Centre, Jockey Street, Swansea (NGR SS 65811 93829, Figures 

1 & 2, AW Project Number 2495).  

1.2 This assessment has been prepared as part of the submission of a planning application. 

A Specification for the Desk-Based Assessment was produced by AW in January 2017 

and approved by Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust Curatorial Division (GGAT-

CD), who act as archaeological advisors to the local planning authority, in this case the 

City and County of Swansea (CCS) (see Appendix III).  

1.3 The purpose of the Desk-Based Assessment, which is detailed in the following report, 

is to provide CCS with the information they are likely to request in respect of the 

proposed development, the requirements for which are set out in Planning Policy 

Wales, Edition 9, November 2016, Chapter 6, and Welsh Office Circular 60/96. The 

work is to highlight and assess the impact upon standing and buried remains of 

potential archaeological interest and to ensure that they are fully investigated and 

recorded if they are disturbed or revealed as a result of subsequent activities associated 

with the development. 

1.4 Draft development details have been provided by the architect, and it is understood 

that planning permission will be sought to develop the site for a single block of student 

accommodation along with associated infrastructure (Figures 3 – 5). The building will 

be arranged in a L-shape plan layout with additional northern wing, along Jockey Street 

to the south, John Street to the west, and Bargeman’s Row to the east. The building 

will be mixed level, with a high-rise element rising to 11-floors. The highest part of the 

building is approximately 40 – 45m high, and the development site as a whole 

comprises approximately 0.31 hectares. 

 

2 Site Description 

2.1 The site lies close to the centre of the city of Swansea, at approximately 17-18mOD. 

The area is currently developed, and occupied by a modern brick-built structure 

comprising the Canoldre Centre, and an adjacent area of car-parking.  

Friendship House and other community hall buildings lie immediately to the north. The 

site is bounded to the south by Jockey Street, the west by John Street, and to the 

north by Bethesda Street, beyond which lie a conglomeration of municipal and 

residential buildings of varying sizes, largely modern but including some 19th century 

structures. To the east the site is bounded by Bargeman’s Row, with land dropping 

away to New Cut Road, crossed by an elevated railway, beyond which lies various 

semi-industrial and commercial buildings. 

2.2 The centre of Swansea lies less than 1km to the south, with the site located in a mixed-

use area on the north side of the centre, including residential, commercial and 

municipal buildings. Residential areas extend beyond this to the north and west. To 

the east lies the Tawe river basin. 
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2.3 Geologically the proposed development area sits upon sandstone of the Llynfi Member, 

overlain by Devensian till (BGS 2017). 

 

3 Methodology 

3.1 The methodology for this assessment follows that set out in the approved Specification 

(Appendix III).  

3.2 The primary objective is to assess the impact of the development proposals on the historic 
environment. This will help inform future decision making, design solutions and potential 
mitigation strategies. The aim is to make full and effective use of existing information in 
establishing the archaeological significance of the site, to elucidate the presence or 
absence of archaeological material, its character, distribution, extent, condition and 
relative significance. 

3.3 The work includes a comprehensive assessment of regional context within which the 
archaeological evidence rests and aims to highlight any relevant research issues within 
national and regional research frameworks. 

3.4 This report provides information of sufficient detail to allow informed planning decisions 

to be made which can safeguard the archaeological resource. Preservation in situ has 

been advocated where at all possible, but where engineering or other factors could result 

in the loss of archaeological deposits, preservation by record has been recommended. 

3.5 This assessment considers the following: 

a) The nature, extent and degree of survival of archaeological sites, structures, deposits 

and landscapes within the study area through assessment of various readily available 

primary sources:   

 Collation and assessment of all relevant information held in the regional HER at 

GGAT within a 500m radius of the development site; 

 Collation and assessment of all Designated archaeological sites within a 1km radius 

of the development site; 

 Assessment of all available excavation reports and archives including unpublished 

and unprocessed material affecting the site and its setting. 

 Assessment of aerial photographic (AP) and satellite imagery evidence; 

 Assessment of archive records held at the County Archive, the National Library of 

Wales (NLW) and the Royal Commission on Ancient and Historical Monuments in 

Wales (RCAHMW); 

 Records held by the developer e.g. bore-hole logs, geological/geomorphological 

information, aerial photographs, maps, plans, ztv data; 

 Map regression analysis using all relevant cartographic sources e.g. all editions of 

the Ordnance Survey County Series, Tithe and early estate maps (as available); 

 Place-name evidence; 

 Historic documents (e.g. charters, registers, estate papers). 

b) The significance of any remains in their context both regionally and nationally and in     

light of the findings of the desk based study. 

c) The history of the site. 
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d) The potential visual impact of any proposed development on the setting of known 

sites of archaeological importance. 

e) The potential for further archaeological remains to be present, which have not been 

identified in pre-existing archaeological records. 

f) The potential for further work, with recommendations where appropriate for a 

suitable investigative and/or mitigation methodology. 

3.6 This work conforms to the Standard and Guidance for Archaeological Desk-Based 

Assessment, as produced by the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA 2014). 

 

4 Archaeological and Historical Background 

4.1 Previous Archaeological Studies 

4.1.1 The site of the proposed development has not been subject to any previous known 

archaeological investigations.  

4.1.2 There have been a relatively large number of archaeological investigations recorded 

within the 1km search area around the proposed development site. A number of these 

investigations relate to previous Desk-Based Assessments undertaken in the area. 

Although no such assessment specifically incorporates the proposed development area 

on Jockey Street, many of these assessments are of value in providing an 

archaeological and historical context for the surrounding area. The earliest assessment 

was undertaken by Glamorgan Gwent Archaeological Trust in 1993 (Evans 1993, PRN 

Reference: E003690), centred on the Strand area between Welcome Lane and the 

railway station to the south of site. The assessment highlighted the medieval and post-

medieval development of that area, recommending a programme of building recording 

works prior to renovations. In 1998 CgMS Consulting (Stephenson 1998, PRN 

reference: E002265) carried out an assessment centred on the Castle Quays area 

between Oxford Street and the Kingsway to the southwest of site. This highlighted the 

Roman and Medieval potential of the area. In 2000 Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological 

Trust (Howell 2000, PRN Reference: E002984) assessed an area centred on High Street 

to the south of site. Located within the known limits of the walled medieval town, this 

report highlighted the potential impact on medieval and post-medieval sites, as well 

as potential palaeo-environmental deposits. In 2004 Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological 

Trust undertook another assessment, this time centred on Pentreguinea Road 

(Dunning 2004, PRN reference: E005338), located to the east, on the opposite banks 

of the River Tawe. This highlighted the potential impact of development particularly 

on maritime features, including a wharf and iron bollards. A wider-ranging assessment 

undertaken by Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust in 2005 (Dunning, Howell & 

Urban 2005) focussed on archaeological remains in waterfront locations in Swansea 

and throughout southeast Wales. This was a regional, Cadw-funded study, highlighting 

these maritime remains. In 2006 another assessment by Glamorgan-Gwent 

Archaeological Trust focussed on an area on the Strand to the southeast of site. This 

study (Gerrard 2006, PRN reference: E004170) highlighted the historical development 

of the Strand, with its potential for maritime remains, and the potential impact on a 

number of associated sites, many of them maritime or industrial in nature.  
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4.1.3 The 2006 study (Gerrard 2006) highlighted a potential impact of development on the 

site of the Cambrian Pottery, located on The Strand. Subsequent redevelopment of the 

former Unit Superheaters Engineering site, located in the area of the Cambrian Pottery, 

resulted in a number of archaeological investigations on that site by Oxford 

Archaeology in 2007/8. These investigations included archaeological evaluations, with 

trenches revealing substantial quantities of 18th and 19th century kiln and pottery waste 

debris, along with some structural remains (Dean 2008, PRN reference: 

E000145/E003073). Subsequent watching briefs on geotechnical pits and demolition 

work (Oxford Archaeology 2009, PRN reference: E000013 & E000015) recorded some 

further structural remains, along with evidence of dock walls and other industrial 

structures. Earlier development works in 1983 had also revealed remains of the pottery 

works surviving below ground (Sell 1983, PRN reference: E000621). Although 

demonstrating the survival of important industrial remains, the Cambrian Pottery site 

does not extend into the proposed development area of this site. 

4.1.4 Further archaeological investigations in the area include an archaeological evaluation 

on the site of the former Cardiff Arms public house on the Strand to the south (Sell 

2005, PRN reference: E005205), recording some remains of the public house and 19th 

century pottery. A subsequent watching brief on the site (ibid) found no significant 

artefacts. A number of watching briefs have also been undertaken on High Street, to 

the south of the site. In 2002 Cambrian Archaeological Projects (Kelly 2002, PRN 

reference: E004713) carried out a watching brief during the excavation of service 

trenches along the street, recording possible medieval deposits close to the medieval 

town gate, and 17th and 18th century remains associated with St Matthew’s churchyard. 

In 2010 Dyfed Archaeological Trust (Ratty 2010, PRN reference: E003644) undertook 

a watching brief on High Street, the closest to the proposed development area at just 

over 100m to the southwest. This revealed limited remains below-ground, all of which 

were thought to be modern in date. A further watching brief further down High Street, 

undertaken by Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust in 2011 (James & Sherman 

2011, PRN reference:E004118), revealed a sequence of levelling and backfilling 

deposits along the street front between the 18th and 20th centuries. Some discrete 

pockets of intact archaeology survived, comprising structural remains ranging from the 

16th through to the 20th century. 

 

4.2 The Historic Landscape (Figure 6; Appendix II)  

4.2.1 The proposed development site does not lie within any registered Historic Landscape 

(Cadw, CCW & ICOMOS 1998), neither do any lie within a 1km radius of the site.  

4.2.2 The proposed development site does not lie within any Conservation Areas, however, 

a number of Conservation Areas lie within the search area. Around 360m to the 

southwest lies Alexandra Road (CA022), an area of historic public buildings and 19th 

century terracing. Around 670m to the west lies Mount Pleasant (CA025), occupying 

the site and grounds of the Swansea Union Workhouse, built in 1861-2, now Mount 

Pleasant Hospital. Between 600m and 800m to the south lie three Conservation Areas. 

Oxford Street / Nelson Street / Union Street (CA018), drawn around a number of 

characterful buildings in an area of retail development in the centre of Swansea. Wind 

Street (CA014) is drawn around an area of some significant late post-medieval 
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buildings, on a layout that has good medieval origins and includes some of Swansea’s 

earliest buildings. The Maritime Quarter (CA021) is drawn around an area of former 

common land, which became a fashionable resort and residence by the early 19th 

century, before being largely rebuilt in the late Victorian and Edwardian periods, which 

characterises the area today. The final Conservation Area is Vivianstown (CA017), 

which lies 800m to the north of site. This encloses an area of housing built in 1840 to 

house workers of the Hafod Copperworks, and includes some of the oldest remaining 

housing in Swansea. 

4.2.3 The site does not lie within any registered Historic Parks & Gardens, nor do any lie 

within the search area around the site.  

4.2.4 The site lies within the Landmap Historic Landscape of Swansea (SWNSHL307), 

however no information about the classification or description of this area is currently 

available.  

 

4.3 Scheduled Ancient Monuments (Figure 6; Appendix II) 

4.3.1 There are four Scheduled Ancient Monuments (SAMs) within a 1km search area around 

the proposed development, none of which lie within the area of proposed 

development. 

4.3.2 The SAM sites include the site of the original Swansea Castle (GM441) off Worcester 

Place 640m to the south of the proposed development site. This was established as a 

Norman castle in the early 12th century, comprising a motte and bailey. It was rebuilt 

in stone in the early 13th century. Nothing now remains of this site above ground. 

Immediately to the south lies Swansea ‘New’ Castle (GM012), a stone-built castle of 

the late 13th to early 14th century, replacing the earlier castle. Parts of this castle are 

still visible above ground. 

4.3.3 The remaining SAMs lie on the east banks of the River Tawe. 530m to the northeast 

lies Foxhole River Staithes (GM482), a waterside depot for coal brought down from 

collieries ready for shipment. The stone-built remains are likely to be contemporary 

with Smith’s Canal, built 1783-5. 840m to the northeast of the site lies the site of the 

White Rock Copper Works (GM481), established in 1736, and one of the most 

important copper smelting works in an area considered to be at the centre of non-

ferrous smelting industry in the 18th and 19th centuries. 

 

4.4 Listed Buildings (Figure 6; Appendix II) 

4.4.1 There are 82 Listed Buildings within the 1km search area around the proposed 

development area. Of these six lie in the Alexandra Road Conservation Area (CA022), 

seven lie in the Oxford Street / Nelson Street / Union Street Conservation Area 

(CA018), 25 lie in the Wind Street Conservation Area (CA014), nine within The Maritime 

Quarter Conservation Area (CA021) and one within the Vivianstown Conservation Area 

(CA017). 

4.4.2 Of the 82 Listed Buildings, these include one Grade I listed building (Swansea Castle 

LB 11568), and ten Grade II* listed buildings (LBs 11548, 11553, 11554, 11570, 
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11574, 11575, 11590, 11591, 11582, and 11643); the remainder are all Grade II listed. 

No Listed Building lies within the proposed development site. 

4.4.3 The closest Listed Building lies 40m to the north and comprises the Grade II* listed 

Bethesda Baptist Church (LB 11554). The Grade II listed Palace Theatre (LB 11585) 

lies 50m to the west, the Grade II listed St Matthews Church (LB 11584) lies 100m to 

the southwest and the Grade II* listed Ebenezer Baptist Chapel (LB 11574) and Hall 

(LB 11575) lie 180m to the southwest. 

 

4.5 Known Archaeological Remains and Historical Development (Figure 7; 

Photos 1-5; Appendix I)  

4.5.1 There are 66 sites listed on the HER within 500m of the proposed development site, 

none of which lie within the proposed development area. The closest recorded sites 

being the 19th century Bethesda Chapel (LB 11554, PRN 03496w) to the north, and 

the 19th century Palace Theatre (LB 11585, PRN 01552w) to the west, both of which 

are also Listed Buildings. The projected line of a Roman road has been speculated to 

pass within circa 50m of the site (no PRN given), and the line of the Swansea Canal 

(PRN 01046.0w) lies 50m to the southeast. The full catalogue provided by Glamorgan-

Gwent Archaeological Trust for sites recorded within 1km is included in the rear of this 

report. 

4.5.2 There are also 54 sites listed on the National Monuments Record (NMR) maintained 

by the Royal Commission of Ancient and Historical Monuments Wales (RCAHMW) 

within the same search area. None of these sites lie within the proposed development 

area. 33 of these NMR sites are duplicated on the HER records, the remaining sites 

relate largely to 18th and 19th century urban and industrial development. 

4.5.3 No records of artefacts or coins are recorded within the Portable Antiquities Scheme 

database (www.finds.org.uk) within a similar search area.  

4.5.4 These sites are briefly described below, according to period, where they are 

incorporated into a summary of the historical development of the area. 

 

 Prehistoric: Palaeolithic (c.450,000 – 10,000 BC), Mesolithic (c.10,000 – 4400 BC), 

Neolithic (4400 BC – 2300 BC), Bronze Age (2300 BC – 700 BC) & Iron Age (700 BC – 

AD 43) 

4.5.5 There is currently very limited evidence of Prehistoric activity within the search area, 

and indeed Swansea as a whole, although Prehistoric sites are recorded on Kilvey Hill 

on the east side of the river. A single flint arrowhead is recorded within the search 

area (PRN 00452w), dated to the Neolithic period, but no further evidence of any 

significant activity during the Prehistoric period is currently known.  

4.5.6 Generally therefore, there would appear to be a very low potential for prehistoric 

archaeological sites within the proposed development area.   

 

 

http://www.finds.org.uk/
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 Roman (AD 43 – c. AD 410) & Post-Roman/ Early Medieval (c. AD 410 – AD 1086) 

4.5.7 Recorded evidence of Roman activity in the Swansea area is also very limited, although 

one chance find is recorded within the search area. A fragment of 2nd century pottery 

was recovered from deep peat deposits in the North Dock area on the east side of the 

Tawe (PRN 00424w/03255w). Further afield Roman-era coins have been recovered, 

including a hoard in the vicinity of Castle Street to the south, and along Swansea Bay.  

4.5.8 One particular site of potential significance is the route of the Roman Road that would 

have run between the Roman forts of Neath and Loughor. The route of this road in 

the immediate environs of Swansea has not been proven; however, the road can be 

traced to the west as it passes Roman practice camps between Gorseinon and Fforest-

fach, a route now followed by the Swansea Road (B4620). Beyond the Fforest-

fach/Ravenhill area the route is lost. It has been projected as approximately following 

the line of the current Carmarthen Road (A483) into Swansea, a short distance to the 

north of the site, and down to a potential river crossing in the area of the former Unit 

Superheater Plant (Gabb 2007), now occupied by a multi-storey car park. However, 

no river crossing or evidence of Roman activity has ever been discovered at this 

location, which was subject to archaeological investigations prior to the current 

development (see section 4.1.3), although Windmill Terrace, on the opposite side of 

the Tawe to this river crossing is an old route into the Tawe valley on its east side. 

Colonel Morgan, excavating in the early 20th century at Pottery Lock to the north, 

claims to have recorded remains of an early ford across the river that may be related 

to the line of the Roman Road. This would put the route in the area of Maliphant 

Street, some 600m further to the north of the proposed development area, and would 

appear to be the current favoured route (Sherman & Evans 2004, RR60d). 

4.5.9 It has been suggested that Swansea may have originated as a Scandinavian trading 

port in the 9th and 10th centuries. The name ‘Swansea’ possibly deriving from the 

Scandinavian personal name ‘Sveinn’, and ‘ey’, meaning an island or inlet (Williams 

1990). This may suggest trading activity and a possible settlement established around 

the natural harbour at the mouth of the Tawe (Howell 2000). Physical archaeological 

evidence of such settlement and activity has yet to come to light however.  

4.5.10 Overall, there is some potential for Roman activity within the proposed development 

area, but given the likelihood that the road may have passed further to the north this 

is considered to be low.  

 

 Medieval (1086 – 1536) 

4.5.11 In the early 12th century Henry I granted the right to conquer this area (Gwyr) to the 

Earl of Warwick, and soon after comes the first definite record of Swansea, in a charter 

granted by William, Earl of Warwick. Swansea became the caput, administrative 

centre, for the new Norman lordship, and a motte and bailey was established in the 

early 12th century. This was rebuilt several times throughout its history, finally being 

rebuilt in stone in the 13th century. The site was formerly quite extensive, incorporating 

land from Welcome Lane in the north to Caer Street in the south, and from Princess 

Way in the west to The Strand in the east (Evans 1983; RCAHMW 2000). The outer 

ditch of this castle was utilised by a new castle built in the late 13th to early 14th century, 
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the partially upstanding remains of which can still be seen to the south. This New 

Castle was originally built for accommodation by the de Braose lords of Gower, and 

subsequently developed into a castle. 

4.5.12 Medieval town charters indicate a town developed around these castle sites. Wind 

Street, St Mary’s Street and High Street are all likely to be major routes within the 

medieval town. A port is also mentioned, shipbuilding and international trade formed 

an important part of the local economy. Frequent attacks by the Welsh during the 12th 

century resulted in the town being defended by a wall and ditch, the route of which 

has been traced through various excavations and topographical features (PRNs 

00958w & 08080w). As Swansea flourished a suburb, known as Bovetown (PRN 

08081w), grew along High Street to the north of the walled town. The full extent of 

this suburb is undefined, although possible medieval burgage plots are preserved on 

the tithe map of 1843. St Matthews Church to the southwest of the proposed 

development area occupies the site of the medieval chapel of St Johns (PRN 00429w). 

This was built on land immediately to the north of the town that had been granted to 

the Order of St John of Jerusalem in the mid to late 12th century. This would suggest 

that the proposed development site may have been located just to the north of any 

medieval settlement.  

4.5.13 A series of plagues during the 13th and 14th centuries, and the Glyndwr rebellion of the 

early 15th century, brought about a marked decline in the fortunes of the town, and a 

likely contraction of the settlement. There is therefore some potential for medieval 

archaeological remains within the proposed development area, but this is considered 

to be Low. 

 

 Post-Medieval (1536 – 1899) & Modern (1900 – present day) 

4.5.14 Swansea began a revival in the 17th century, due to its advantageous position 

exploiting the expansion in the coal trade. Coal could be transported to Swansea from 

nearby collieries, and then exported by sea to a variety of markets. With its rise as a 

major copper-smelting centre, Swansea became one of the busiest ports in the area 

and a major industrial area during the 18th and 19th centuries. This industrial 

development was enhanced by the construction of the Swansea Canal (PRN 

01046.0w), built by Roberts and Sheasby between 1794 and 1798. As well as the 

variety of wharves and docks set up along the river and canal frontages to transport 

goods (PRNs 04646w-04648w, 04662w, 05943w, 07369w, 07377w, 07375w & 

07399w), the various industrial concerns within the search area included the Cambrian 

Copper Works (PRN 07363w) some 100m to the southeast of the proposed 

development area, founded in 1720 by the Quaker James Griffiths. By 1764 this had 

been replaced by the Cambrian Pottery (PRN 00831w), founded by William Coles. His 

son, John, went into partnership with George Haynes, and subsequently Lewis Weston 

Dillwyn in 1802, producing fine china and porcelain in the early 19th century. Haynes 

and Dillwyn subsequently fell out, with Haynes establishing the adjacent Glamorgan 

Pottery in 1814, although this was eventually bought out by Dillwyn’s son Lewis 

Lllewellyn Dillwyn, owner of Cambrian Pottery, in 1838. Cambrian Pottery closed in 

1870 due to increasing competition, notably from Llanelli, and the site subsequently 

became a fuel production works (PRN 07396w).  
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4.5.15 The Swansea Vale Railway (01699w) arrived in Swansea in the 19th century, beginning 

as a series of tramways which first extended to Swansea Harbour on the east side of 

the Tawe in 1819. This was replaced by a railway in the 1840s and 50s, which ran 

until 1964. A rail line up the west side of the valley, where most of the industries were 

located, was initially discounted as being too expensive. However, the Great Western 

Railway arrived in 1850, with an elevated rail line established a short distance to the 

east of the proposed development site, still in use. 

4.5.16 Industrial activity led to a significant expansion in the settlement of Swansea. During 

the 18th century the town expanded rapidly along the western banks of the Tawe, up 

High Street with purpose-built settlements for workers in the various Copper Works to 

the north. Increased investment in the municipality can also be seen in the numerous 

chapels (PRNs 00953w, 02355w/03529w, 03256w, 03484-5w, 03496w, 03510w, 

03514w, 03571w, 03578w & 06964w), clubs (PRNs 02201w & 02912w), library (PRN 

02348w) and a theatre (PRN 01552w). Included within this is the Bethesda Chapel 

(PRN 03496w), first built in 1831, rebuilt in a classical style with an impressive 

sandstone façade in circa 1870. The Palace Theatre (PRN 01552w) was opened as 

Swansea Pavilion in 1888, later becoming the Empire Music Hall, and converted to a 

cinema in 1908. 

 

 Proposed Development Area 

4.5.17 The proposed development area encompasses former development along Jockey 

Street to the south, John Street to the west, and the former Bargeman’s Row to the 

east. The potential Roman and medieval settlement is discussed above, but the current 

layout of streets and urban development within the site appears to date from the 18th 

and 19th century expansion of Swansea (with no known earlier settlement in this area). 

As detailed below (section 5), Jockey Street and John Street are marked on historic 

mapping from at least 1823 onwards, with terraced housing established throughout 

the 19th century. Sales Catalogues for properties along Jockey Street (W.Glam 

Archives: D/D Z 374/1) state many property leases were granted by Lewis Weston 

Dillwyn in 1827, which may be an indication of when many of these Jockey Street 

properties were constructed. Dillwyn was the proprietor of the nearby Cambrian 

Pottery by this time, becoming a partner there in 1802. The subsequent tithe map of 

1843 list him as the owner of the land that includes Jockey Street and John Street. It 

is possible therefore that he built properties in this area as accommodation for his 

workers in the nearby pottery. Further late 19th century sales catalogues indicate many 

of these properties were rebuilt in the early 1880s. Commercial Directories (Kelly 1895 

onwards) and map sources confirm that this area was largely residential, other than 

the Dyffryn Arms public house on the south side of Jockey Street, and a large shop on 

the corner of Jockey Street and High Street. A small number of other small shops and 

commercial permises are listed outside the development area, although one 

bootmaker, which subsequently became a shop, is recorded at No.15 Jockey Street, 

which lay on the north side at the eastern end of the street, within the development 

area. This area was cleared in the 1960s for redevelopment. 

4.5.18 Bargeman’s Row which lay to the east is, as the name suggests, likely to have been 

developed subsequent to the establishment of the nearby canal in the late 18th century. 
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Sale catalogues once again give an indication of a likely construction date for much of 

the housing along this street, with leases starting in 1801 (W.Glam Archives: EA 

180/181). This area was also under Dillwyn’s ownership, but properties appear to have 

been of a poorer quality (Photos 3-5), which were demolished in the late 1920s during 

a programme of slum clearance.  

4.5.19 The site is currently occupied largely by the Canoldre Centre, currently unoccupied. 

This centre was opened as a youth club in 1965, with an adjacent play area now 

occupied by car parking (W.Glam Archives D/D/ Z 254/29). It was built around an 

exposed steel frame, with external brickwork and internal insulation blocks, designed 

by the Borough Architect (H.T.Wykes). It contained a large hall used for sports and 

theatre, with surrounding rooms used as a photography studio, wood and metal-

working activities, music room, hairdressing and various sports amongst other 

activities. 

  

5 Map Regression (Figures 8 & 9) 

5.1 The Town of Swansea 1803 (Figure 8)  

5.1.1 One of the earliest available maps of Swansea in 1803 depicts the layout of many of 

the main streets and the urban development along them. By the start of the 19th 

century much of the urban settlement of Swansea was still centred on the medieval 

core around the castle and surrounding streets to the south. Settlement had expanded 

northwards along the river valley however, potentially from a relatively early date and 

by 1803 High Street was lined with development at least as far as a toll booth, located 

in the current Greenhill area to the north of site. A number of side roads are shown 

projecting from High Street, although these are unlabelled and often not shown in 

their entirety. Using street references from later maps, and the location of St John’s 

(now St Matthew’s) church, it would appear that Jockey Street had been laid out by 

this date. Although only the initial entrance from High Street is shown, it is likely this 

connected High Street to the Strand. No development is shown, although some form 

of development along this route is likely. 

 

5.2 Evans Plan of Swansea 1823 (Figure 8) 

5.2.1 This map shows development within the site area in more detail, although individual 

units are not shown. Both Jockey Street and John Street are shown, although 

unlabelled. Jockey Street extends east – west from High Street down towards the 

Strand. The northern edge of Jockey Street, which lies within the development area, 

appears fully developed. John Street runs north – south, connecting Jockey Street with 

Bethesda Street. This is fully developed along its western side, and partially developed 

along its eastern side, the southern end of which lies within the development area. A 

street (referenced later as Bargeman’s Row) forms the eastern edge of the 

development area, and appears fully developed along its western side, within the 

development area.  

5.2.2 To the east there appears to be some undeveloped land separating Bargeman’s Row 

from The Strand, which continues northward to connect to the Neath Road, and 
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southward accessing the Cambrian and Glamorgan Pottery sites. To the south the 

southern edge of Jockey Street appears largely undeveloped, with further development 

beyond along other streets connecting High Street and The Strand. To the west the 

area up to the High Street appears relatively intensely developed. To the north, the 

northern edge of Bethesda Street appears largely undeveloped, with only partial 

development beyond. 

 

5.3 Swansea Parish Tithe Map of 1843 (Figure 9) 

5.3.1 Development continues to have intensified by the time of the tithe map of 1843, which 

now shows individual units within the development area. Jockey Street comprises rows 

of terraced buildings, now extending along both sides. On the north side, within the 

proposed development area, these extended as far east as the edge of the current car 

park area to the rear of the Canoldre Centre, and appear to comprise two main blocks, 

with smaller regular terracing along the western half, and slightly larger, and more 

irregular terracing in the eastern half. Gardens extend to the rear. John Street was 

similarly laid out with continuous terracing along both sides of the road, in three main 

blocks, the southernmost two blocks lie within the proposed development area. The 

southernmost block comprises eight small, seemingly back-to-back unit, with a block 

of regular terracing to the north, similar in size to that along Jockey Street. The smaller 

units do not appear to have gardens, those to the north do. Superimposing current 

maps indicate John Street has been widened, with the original street frontage currently 

lying beneath the pavement. To the east a row of terraces runs along the western side 

of Bargeman’s Row, although the street is referred to simply as ‘Bank’. These buildings 

appear to be a varied mix of sizes, with gardens extending to the rear (west) with the 

exception of the four northernmost buildings, which back onto the gardens of 

properties along Bethesda Street. An alleyway between the main terracing and these 

northern buildings gives access to a central yard, surrounded by the gardens of the 

various properties, described as ‘Five gardens’ occupied by Thomas Jones. The eastern 

end of Jockey Street narrows, possibly only allowing pedestrian access down towards 

the Strand. The eastern side of ‘bank’ appears unenclosed, beyond which lies an open 

area up to the line of the Swansea canal, crossed by mill leat outlets from Flint Mill to 

the north.  

5.3.2 All properties in this area are under the ownership of Lewis Weston Dillwyn, the owner 

of Cambrian Pottery, whose extensive works lie just 50m to the southeast, between 

the canal and the river. Further afield the rows of terraces are punctuated by the 

occasional church and chapel, including Bethesda Chapel to the north (built in 1831), 

and St John’s Church to the southwest. The river and canal frontages are lined with 

numerous wharfs and coal yards, with the Strand running alongside the canal. 

 

5.4 Board of Health Map of Swansea 1855 

5.4.1 By the mid-19th century Swansea was a relatively intensely developed area, extending 

from Hafod in the north, to the docks at the southern end, and from Fabian’s Bay at 

the mouth of the river to the east (with settlement in St Thomas beyond) to just 

beyond the County Gaol to the west. The development area shows little clear change, 
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particularly in the rows of terraced with gardens to the rear. The only change visible 

is the laying out of several small buildings around the western and southern edges of 

the central ‘Five Gardens’ shown on the tithe map. 

5.4.2 The largest development in the immediate area is the construction of the railway, 

which runs along a raised embankment and bridge a short distance to the east of the 

development site. 

 

5.5 Ordnance Survey 1:500 Map of 1880 (Figure 9) 

5.5.1 This map shows the development area in great detail towards the end of the 19th 

century. Terraced housing along the northern side of Jockey Street, within the 

development area, appears to consist of two main types as recorded on the tithe map. 

The western end is occupied by smaller units, presumably dwellings, some of which 

have rear yards with small outbuildings. The eastern half consists of slightly larger 

units, potentially of more mixed use. John Street (labelled as St. John Street), is 

similarly divided into two main units of street-front terraces within the development 

area. The back-to-back properties indicated on previous maps to the south are now 

marked as single units with limited rear yard space. To the north lie more typical units 

with rear yards, again presumably representing dwellings. 

5.5.2 Terraced buildings are shown along the western side of Bargeman’s Row, within the 

development area. These appear to have built within a defined boundary which 

appears to predate the construction of the eastern end of the terracing along Jockey 

Street. At the southern end of Bargeman’s Row there are several individual units that 

appear to back against each other, as is shown on earlier maps. To the rear (west) of 

these is a row of three units labelled as ‘Rechabite Terrace’. The Rechabites were part 

of the 19th century British temperance movement, promoting abstinence from alcohol. 

To the north are several similarly-sized terraced units fronting the street, with steps to 

the rear (west) giving access to seemingly shared rear yards. An alleyway separates 

four units at the northern end, with a shared small rear yard area possibly terraced 

into the slope behind. The alley gives access to the central area, now labelled as 

Jones’s Court, possibly named after the Thomas Jones mentioned on the tithe map. 

Buildings line the western and southern edges of this central court area. 

5.5.3 Beyond the development area, the eastern side of Bargeman’s Row has also been 

developed, although these properties appear to front The Strand to the east. They 

include the Cambrian Foundry, dealing in iron and brass, and a public house. A saw 

mill has also been developed on the opposite side of The Strand to the northeast. 

Terraced dwellings dominate the area, and another public house (The Dyffryn Arms) 

is marked on the south side of Jockey Street. Cambrian Pottery is no longer in 

operation, the site now occupied by the Graigola Merthyr Works, surrounded by a 

number of docks and wharves. Swansea itself has continued to expand northward, 

including Bryhnhyfryd, Landore and beyond, as well as northwest towards Cwmbwrla 

and Cwmdu, and as far as the Uplands to the west. 
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5.6 Ordnance Survey 1:2500 Map of 1899 

5.6.1 By the turn of the century little appears to have changed within the development area. 

The Prince of Wales Road, complete with a central tramway, had been laid out to the 

northwest. This cut across Bethesda Street and through the block of development on 

the western side of John Street, leading to the removal and rebuilding of many of the 

terraces in this area. The Palace Theatre is also shown on this map (built in 1888) on 

the triangular piece of land now former between the new road, High Street and 

Bethesda Street. 

 

5.7 Ordnance Survey 1:2500 Map of 1919  

5.7.1 There is little discernible change within the proposed development area and its 

immediate surrounds.  

 

5.8 Ordnance Survey 1:1250 Map of 1949-50 

5.8.1 The immediate post-war era saw a great deal of change and redevelopment in 

Swansea following the heavy bombardment of the war years. Although the proposed 

development area lay outside the main areas of destruction the site has undergone 

some redevelopment and clearance works by this date, the most obvious of which is 

on Bargeman’s Row. This area has been cleared of all dwellings along the western 

side, including the central Jones Court and the eastern half of Jockey Street (along its 

northern edge). Development along the eastern side of Bargeman’s Row (fronting The 

Strand) also appears to have been redeveloped; this may in part be due to the 

clearance of ‘slum’ dwellings, but also the railway had expanded to the east by this 

date (albeit raised above the level of Bargeman’s Row) and Bethesda Street to the 

north may also have been redeveloped (as the mapping suggests it now runs at a 

higher level to Bargeman’s Row, which passes underneath it).  

5.8.2 Jockey Street is numbered for the first time, with numbers 4-12a still in existence along 

the northern side of the street. Numbers 4-10 appear to represent the 19th century 

buildings visible on previous maps, number 11 and 12a however are clearly more 

modern constructions to the rear of the street frontage. Similarly the terraced housing 

along John Street appears to consist of 19th century buildings, and to the rear they 

incorporate the buildings that formed the western side of Jones’s Court. The northern 

end of John Street, and along Bethesda Street (all outside the development area) 

appear to have been redeveloped, and include the construction of the High Street 

Railway Canteen which still stands immediately to the north of the development area.  

5.8.3 Further afield, this era saw extensive change to the town. Much of the centre of 

Swansea to the south is shown as blank areas, along with much of the industrial 

developments and wharves to the southeast of the site.  

 

5.9 Ordnance Survey 1:1250 Map of 1963-66 

5.9.1 A series of relatively detailed maps throughout the 1950s charts the extensive 

redevelopment of much of the centre and riverfront of Swansea. At some point in the 
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early 1960s the entire development area was cleared of all previous buildings. This 

map shows a blank area, only the (now former) Railway Canteen to the north has been 

retained between Bethesda Street, John Street and Jockey Street. Similar clearance 

works have also been undertaken to the south, all the way up to the train station.  

 

5.10 Ordnance Survey 1:2500 Map of 1969 

5.10.1 By the end of the 1960s the area had been redeveloped in its current configuration. 

The Canoldre centre stands on the corner of Jockey Street and John Street, with car 

parking to the east. Friendship House stands at the corner of John Street and Bethesda 

Street, with the former Railway Canteen retained to the east (both outside the 

development area). The southern side of Jockey Street became an extensive car park 

by the early 1970s. 

 

6 Aerial Photographs and Lidar (Figure 10) 

6.1 Aerial Photos 

6.1.1 Aerial photographic evidence of the area held by the Aerial Photographic Unit in Cardiff 

has been examined, including photographs from 1945 to the present day. Photos of 

particular relevance are described below. 

6.1.2 RAF aerial photographs of 1945-7 illustrate the destruction suffered by Swansea during 

the war years. The development site itself appears to have escaped this direct 

destruction, although dwellings along Bargeman’s Row and part of Jones’s Court had 

already been removed by this period. By 1947 the Railway Canteen had been built 

along Bethesda Street to the north, and the remaining dwellings along Jockey Street 

and John Street appear intact. 

6.1.3 A series of aerial photos in the mid 1960s illustrate, as do the historic maps, that the 

area had been cleared of all development, and the site appears largely as an area of 

undeveloped waste ground. These photographs were presumably taken shortly before 

the development of the Canoldre Centre. This centre is shown on subsequent images 

of the early 1980s, when the site appears much as it is today. The current 

developments had been built by the late 1960s, with no evidence of the former 

terraced dwellings visible. Bargeman’s Row is still visible as a tarmac trackway, with 

the western side occupied by rough open ground, and some evidence of ruins on the 

eastern side (outside the development area). At this point Jockey Street still connected 

directly with High Street to the west. By 1992 the government offices (now the 

Swansea Business School) had been built, and the area to the west of John Street had 

been cleared of its former housing, used in part as car parking. This area had been 

developed, and the western end of Jockey Street blocked off, by the end of the 1990s. 

6.2 Lidar (Figure 10) 

6.2.1 Lidar data at 0.5m DTM is available for the site area. As a heavily built up area, Lidar 

shows little of clear relevance, although the general topography of the site and 

disturbed ground along Bargeman’s Row is visible. 
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7 Site Visit (Photos 6 – 34) 

7.1 A site visit was undertaken on the 13th February 2016. Conditions were grey, damp 

but with reasonable visibility.  

7.2 The Canoldre Centre, currently not in use, comprises a later-20th century two-storey 

brick-built structure with a flat roof. An attached single-storey extension lies to the 

east. The building is built in brown-brick with upvc windows, similar to the adjacent 

Friendship House. The building is set back slightly from both the Jockey Street and 

John Street frontages, backed to the east by a level tarmac car park. To the east lies 

an area of rough ground, which falls beyond the car park in a series of steps down to 

the line of Bargeman’s Row. This street is still visible as a tarmacked route, with some 

concrete kerb stones evident. The street rises slightly to the north; it would formerly 

have run underneath the present Bethesda Road, but this has been blocked. It joins 

Jockey Street to the south underneath the railway overpass, this entrance has been 

gated off. Loose piles of stone rubble are visible amongst the scrub on the west side 

of Bargeman’s Row, along with some bricks and other detritus. The ground in this area 

appears disturbed, and although it would seem possible much of this stone and brick 

may have originated from the former dwellings cleared from this area, these is no clear 

evidence of structural remains above ground. 

7.3 The site is bounded to the south by Jockey Street, which falls slightly to the east, 

before narrowing and allowing only pedestrian access via an underpass below the 

railway to New Cut Road. To the south of Jockey Street lies the large modern 

development of the Swansea Business School, comprising a prominent grey-clad 6/7 

storey building. Beyond this lies the railway line and Swansea train station. 

7.4 To the west the site is bounded by John Street, to the west of which lies the modern 

red-brick 5/6 storey development of Bethesda Court. The late 19th century Palace 

Theatre lies on the opposite side of this modern block of development, partly fronting 

High Street to the west. High Street itself is largely lined by a mix of modern residential 

and commercial development in this area, backed by the high-rise Dyfatty flats to the 

rear. St Matthew’s Church to the south represents one of the few remaining traditional 

buildings in this immediate area. 

7.5 To the north the site is bounded by Friendship House, part of the same development 

as the Canoldre Centre, as testified in the use of materials. East of this lies the former 

Railway Canteen building, a single storey multi-gable brick-built structure. Bethesda 

Road fronts these buildings to the north, which now runs on a level plane via a bridge 

across Bargeman’s Row and New Cut Road. The impressive Bethesda Chapel fronts 

the northern side of the road. The Prince of Wales Road runs along the western side 

of the chapel, fronted by a terraced row of late-19th century red-brick dwellings. 

7.6 To the east the site is bounded by an area of dense scrub along the western edge of 

New Cut Road. Beyond this lies the railway, carried at a higher level along brick-built 

bridges, the underneath of which has been largely blocked with concrete walling. 

7.7 Site visits were also made to the surrounding designated archaeological sites, to 

examine potential visual effects of the proposed development. These are discussed in 

Section 8 below. 
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 8 Impact Assessment 

8.1 Assessment of Archaeological Potential and Importance 

8.1.1 No previous identified archaeological sites have been recorded within the proposed 

development site, although it does contain some areas of potential archaeological 

interest. 

8.1.2 As stated in section 4.5.8, the site contains some potential for Roman archaeology 

associated with the route of a Roman Road. However, the potential for finding 

evidence of a Roman Road or associated activity within the proposed development 

would appear to be Low, nevertheless if found it would be considered to be of Regional 

(Medium) archaeological importance. 

8.1.3 As stated in section 4.5.12, there is some potential for medieval settlement activity 

within the development site, although generally the potential for finding medieval 

archaeology is considered to be Low. Should such remains exist they are likely to be 

of Local (Low) interest. 

8.1.4 The scheme area underwent relatively intense urban development throughout the 19th 

century. This appears to have been largely residential, potentially of a relatively poor 

standard, with some possible small commercial and warehouse properties. No standing 

remains from this period have survived as the site was cleared and partially 

redeveloped between the 1940s and 1960s. These is however a Medium potential for 

remains of this late post-medieval urban development to exist below ground; such 

remains would be considered to be of Local (Low) interest. 
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8.2 Previous Impacts 

8.2.1 The site has seen relatively intense urban development in the later post-medieval 

period. Although this may in itself be of some archaeological interest, this has probably 

impacted upon any previous below-ground archaeological remains. 

8.2.2 The late post-medieval urban development once extended across the site, but this 

area was cleared in the late 1920s and early 1960s. The extent of the clearance in 

terms of its impact on below-ground deposits is unknown, although no standing 

remains exist. Some stone and brick rubble, and uneven ground along Bargeman’s 

Row may be an indication that structural remains, or evidence of structures, survive 

below-ground. The remainder of the site was redeveloped along Jockey Street and 

John Street in the 1960s and it appears less likely remains will exist in this area. 

 

8.3 Potential Impacts of the Proposed Development 

8.3.1 The proposed development includes the construction of a block of student 

accommodation along with associated infrastructure. The building will be arranged in 

a L-shape plan layout with additional northern wing, along Jockey Street to the south, 

John Street to the west, and Bargemans Row to the east. The building will be mixed 

level, with a high-rise element rising to 11-floors, at most approximately 40 – 45m 

high. This development is concentrated on areas where buildings are known to have 

stood in the 19th and early 20th century. Any of the following activities associated with 

the proposed development could therefore expose, damage or destroy archaeological 

remains: 

 Enabling works, such as the installation of the contractor’s compound, construction 

of access roads, parking areas, storage areas, borrow pits and associated services; 

 Landscaping and terracing works, including the removal of previous structures; 

 Surface stripping and levelling; 

 Construction of roads and infrastructure; 

 Foundation excavations; 

 Service installation. 

8.3.2 The proposed development also has the potential to generate indirect (visual) effects 

on archaeological sites, such as altering the visual setting or tranquillity of the sites 

and landscapes. 

 

 Historic Landscapes  

8.3.3 No registered Historic Landscape, Conservation Area or Historic Park & Garden will be 

directly affected by the proposed development.  

8.3.4 No registered Historic Landscape or Historic Park & Garden lies within the 1km search 

area around the proposed development. 

8.3.5 The site lies within the Landmap Historic Landscape of Swansea (SWNSHL307), 

however no description of character elements or value of the area is currently 

available. Development on the site, and surrounding it, is largely modern urban and 

municipal development, interspersed with some pockets of earlier housing (more 
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extensive to the north) and distinctive 19th century structures. Styles are varied in this 

area, and include high-rise elements such as the adjacent Swansea Business School 

and Dyfatty Flats to the west. Further modern urban development in this area is 

therefore likely to be in keeping with many of the main characteristic elements of this 

area. 

8.3.6 Six Conservation Areas (CA) lie within the 1km search area around the proposed 

development. Dense urban development provides a visual barrier between the 

proposed development site and most of the Conservation Areas to the south, including 

Alexandra Road (CA022), Mount Pleasant (CA025), Oxford Street / Nelson Street / 

Union Street (CA018), Wind Street (CA014) and The Maritime Quarter (CA021). There 

is the potential that elements of the development may be partially visible from areas 

around Alexandra Road, but this will not impact on the setting of this CA. As no historic 

or current link connects these CAs and the proposed development area, there is 

considered to be No Impact on these CAs. 

8.3.7 The remaining CA of Vivianstown (CA017) lies to the north, and occupies a 

topographically more prominent location. Once again, dense urban development 

restricts any visual links with the site, although there are views from the southern edge 

of the CA across the urban area of central Swansea to the south. The proposed 

development is likely to be visible from these areas, although viewed alongside existing 

developments such as the Dyfatty flats and the BT Tower to the south, this is unlikely 

to introduce a new element to the existing urban landscape, and given that there are 

no other links, historic or otherwise, with the proposed development area there is 

considered to be a Negligible impact on this CA as a whole.    

 

Scheduled Ancient Monuments  

8.3.8 No Scheduled Ancient Monument (SAM) will be directly affected by the proposed 

development.  

8.3.9 Four SAMs lie within the 1km search area around the proposed development. To the 

south lie Swansea Old and New Castles (GM441 & GM012 respectively). No direct, 

historical, or visual links exist between these sites and the proposed development. As 

views are blocked by extensive (and high) urban developments to the south of the 

proposed development, there will be No Impact on these sites. 

8.3.10 To the northeast lie the Foxhole River Staithes (GM482) and site of the White Rock 

Copper Works (GM481). Neither site has any known historical or present link with the 

development area. At these low-lying riverside locations there will be limited, if any, 

visual relationship to the development. Tree cover, intervening urban development 

and raised railway embankments are likely to make the proposed development 

relatively indistinct against the surrounding urban development. There is considered 

to be No Impact on these sites. 

  

Listed Buildings 

8.3.11 No listed buildings will be directly affected by the proposed development.  
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8.3.12 There are a large number of listed buildings included within the 1km search area 

around the proposed development area, however the impact of the development on 

these individual sites is very limited. A large number of the listed buildings lie in 

relatively dense urban settings that share no link, visual or otherwise, with the 

proposed development site. The bulk of the Listed Buildings lie to the south, 

particularly in the Alexandra Road, Wind Street and Maritime Quarter Area. Intervening 

urban development prevents the proposed development having a visual impact on 

these sites or their settings. Topography and urban setting prevents any visual impact 

on sites in the Mount Pleasant area to the southwest, or along riverside features. The 

only listed building identified with any distant potential visual relationship to the site 

would appear to be the Church of St John the Baptist (LB 11601, Grade II listed) at 

the southern edge of Vivianstown. This occupies a relatively prominent position with 

views across Swansea to the south. Although the bulk of the development will remain 

hidden by urban development the high-rise element will be a more prominent feature 

of the skyline. This will not be a unique feature however, as the Dyfatty flats and the 

more distant BT tower are already prominent markers of urban development. As the 

high-rise element is unlikely to represent a significant new element to the view from 

this building, there is considered to be a Negligible impact on Listed Building 11601. 

8.3.13 Several Listed Buildings lie closer to the proposed development and may therefore be 

impacted upon to some degree. To the southwest lies St Matthew’s Church (LB 11584, 

Grade II listed). This 19th century structure fronts High Street, surrounded by modern 

urban development. Modern multi-storey development lies on the opposite side of the 

road, effectively hiding the bulk of the proposed development from view. Any high-

rise elements that will be visible are likely to be partial and not alter the modern urban 

setting surrounding this site, so there is considered to be a Negligible impact on Listed 

Building 11584. Ebenezer Chapel and Hall (LB 11574 & 11575 respectively, both Grade 

II* listed) lie a short distance to the south, but these share no visual relationship to 

the proposed development and will not be impacted upon. 

8.3.14 The Palace Theatre (LB 11585, Grade II listed) lies within 50m to the west. The site, 

which itself is relatively tall, is surrounded by high-rise modern development. This 

includes the Dyfatty flats a short distance to the west, and the Swansea Business 

School a short distance to the east. The proposed development will sit within this high 

modern development and set away from the High Street it is unlikely to form an 

imposing element to the setting of the Palace Theatre, or infringe on any visual 

appreciation of the building. Views of the theatre itself are not extensive, and is only 

visible over relatively short distances, limiting the potential for the proposed 

development to be visible in the same views. This impact is therefore considered to be 

Minor. 

8.3.15 Bethesda Baptist Chapel (LB 11554, Grade II* listed) lies a short distance to the north 

of the proposed development, and is perhaps the one listed building within the area 

that will have clear unobstructed views of the proposed development. Currently these 

views from the front (south side) of the chapel extend only as far as the Swansea 

Business School on the south side of Jockey Street, and therefore the visual setting 

from the chapel is one of large modern urban development. The proposed 

development will not therefore significantly block any existing extensive views in this 

direction. Although clearly originally this would have been a very visually prominent 

and dominant feature on the north side of Swansea, subsequent 20th century 
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development (including high-rise buildings) has removed this prominence and the 

chapel is now only visible from Bethesda Street that runs in front. These views will not 

be affected, although the proposed development may add to the relative isolation in 

which this 19th century building now stands. This is considered therefore to have a 

Minor to Moderate impact. 

  

 Non-designated Archaeological Sites 

8.3.16 Two aspects of potential archaeological interest, namely the Roman Road and 

medieval (and later) settlement, have been identified within the bounds of the 

proposed development area, as discussed in section 8.1. These heritage assets may 

be directly and indirectly impacted upon by the proposed development. 

8.3.17 Although the route of the Roman road has been postulated in relatively close proximity 

to the proposed development area, the potential for remains to exist within the site 

are considered to be low (and the likely survival of these remains reduced further by 

subsequent development of the site). The potential impact on these remains is 

considered to be Negligible to Minor.  

8.3.18 Similarly the potential for medieval settlement within the proposed development area 

is considered to be Low (and also likely to be further reduced through subsequent 

post-medieval and modern development on the site). Therefore the potential impacts 

on these remains are considered to be Negligible to Minor.  

8.3.19 The layout of late post-medieval urban development across the site is well documented 

on historic maps. Although all standing remains in the site were removed in the 1960s 

(and the Jockey Street / John Street areas subsequently redeveloped) below-ground 

remains may potentially survive on the site, particularly within the Bargeman’s Row 

area (formerly an area of poor quality 19th century development). The proposed 

development is likely to require extensive groundworks in this area, which would result 

in a Major impact on these remains.   

 

9 Conclusions 

9.1 Impacts on Designated Assets 

9.1.1 No registered Historic Landscape or Historic Park & Garden will be directly or indirectly 

affected by the proposed development.  

9.1.2 The site lies within the Landmap Historic Landscape of Swansea (SWNSHL307), the 

value of which is not currently recorded on the online database. As it lies within an 

area of mixed modern commercial, residential and municipal development, including 

some high-rise elements, the proposed development is likely to have a relatively 

negligible impact on this landscape. 

9.1.3 There is considered to be a Negligible indirect impact on Vivianstown Conservation 

Area (CA017), which lies to the north, due largely to some extensive views over 

Swansea from the southern edge of the area, incorporating the proposed development 

site. 
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9.1.4 No Scheduled Ancient Monument will be directly or indirectly affected by the proposed 

development. 

9.1.5 No listed building will be directly affected by the proposed development. Due to distant 

views the proposed development is considered to have a Negligible impact on the 

Church of St John the Baptist (LB 11601, Grade II listed), which lies 800m to the north 

of the site. Due to partial views it is also considered to have a Negligible impact on St 

Matthew’s Church (LB 11584, Grade II listed), which lies 100m to the southwest. Due 

to proximity and partial views it is considered to have a Minor impact on the Palace 

Theatre (LB 11585, Grade II listed), which lies 50m to the west. Due to proximity, 

clearer views, and general cumulative effect, it is considered to have a Minor to 

Moderate impact on Bethesda Baptist Chapel (LB 11554, Grade II* listed), which lies 

a short distance to the north. 

 

 Table 1: Sites of archaeological interest affected by the proposed development 

Reference Site Name Site Type Value Magnitude of 

Impact 

SWNSHL307 Swansea  Landmap Historic 

Landscape Area 

Unknown Uncertain - 

Minor 

CA017 Vivianstown Conservation Area High Negligible 

LB 11601 Church of St John 

the Baptist 

Grade II Listed 

Building 

Medium Negligible 

LB 11584 St Matthew’s Church Grade II Listed 

Building 

Medium Negligible 

LB 11585 Palace Theatre Grade II Listed 

Building 

Medium Minor 

LB 11554 Bethesda Baptist 

Chapel 

Grade II* Listed 

Building 

High Minor/Moderate 

- Roman Road Roman Road Medium Negligible/Minor 

- Medieval settlement Medieval settlement Low Negligible/Minor 

- Jockey Street/John 

Street/Bargeman’s 

Row 

19th century urban 

development 

Low Major 

 

 

9.2 Impacts on Non-designated Assets 

9.2.1 There is the potential for archaeological remains associated with a Roman Road to be 

located within the proposed development area, of Regional (Medium) interest/value. 

This potential is however considered to be low, and the impact is considered to be 

Negligible to Minor.  
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9.2.2 There is a similar potential for archaeological remains associated with medieval 

settlement to be present within the proposed development area, of Local (Low) 

interest/value. This potential is also considered to be low, and the impact considered 

to be Negligible to Minor. 

9.2.3 Late post-medieval urban development is recorded across the proposed development 

area, largely comprising 19th century terraced housing, some of which represented 

poor quality dwellings, others may have been built by the proprietor of the nearby 

Cambrian Pottery. No above ground remains exist, although there is considered to be 

Medium potential for below-ground remains to survive, of Local (Low) interest/value. 

The proposed development is therefore considered to have a Major impact on these 

remains. 

  

9.3 Mitigation 

9.3.1 The impact of the proposed development on below-ground remains of 19th century 

urban settlement in the area, although of Local (Low) interest/value, may nevertheless 

require some form of archaeological mitigation to ensure their preservation by record 

during proposed development works. Therefore an archaeological watching brief may 

be considered appropriate mitigation to investigate and record any such remains 

revealed during groundworks. 

9.3.2 As there is also considered to be a low potential for Roman and Medieval archaeological 

remains to be present then an archaeological watching brief may be required to ensure 

that any such remains, should they be present, are also preserved through record.  
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Figure 5: Contextual
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drawing no. 
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Photo 1: Photograph taken in 1968 as part of a demolition contract for the area. The photograph is 

labelled as Jockey Street, although the image is difficult to tie in to detailed maps of that period. 

W.Glamorgan Archives EN1P 3123 

 

Photo 2: Another photo taken prior to demolition works in 1968. This would appear to show the 

southern side of Jockey Street (i.e. outside the development area), but indicates a mix of commercial 

and warehouse properties on the south side. W.Glamorgan Archives EN1P 3123 



 

Photo 3: Photograph dated 1929, taken prior to slum clearance in Bargeman’s Row, showing the 

eastern street frontage. W.Glamorgan Archives D 279/2 a-f 

 

Photo 4: Photograph dated 1929, taken prior to slum clearance in Bargeman’s Row. Photo taken 

from the rear of the houses facing east, the railway bridge and a passing train are visible behind the 

roof. W.Glamorgan Archives D 279/2 a-f 



 

Photo 5: Photograph dated 1929, taken prior to slum clearance in Bargeman’s Row. Shows narrow 

space behind the houses, with raised yards to the left. W.Glamorgan Archives D 279/2 a-f 

 

Photo 6: General view of the development area looking southwest, as viewed from Bethesda Street 

as it passes over the former Bargeman’s Row. The Canoldre Centre is the brown-brick building in the 

centre. 



 

Photo 7: View north-northwest along Bargeman’s Row from the railway underpass. The 

development site takes in the sloping ground on the left. 

 

Photo 8: As above photo, from midway along Bargeman’s Row looking towards Bethesda Street (at a 

higher level) with Bethesda Chapel in the background. 



 

Photo 9: View south-southeast looking down Bargeman’s Row. The development site incorporates 

the sloping ground on the right. 

 

Photo 10: View south within the development area, looking at the former location of the terraced 

housing of Bargeman’s Row. The railway overpass is shown in the background. 



 

Photo 11: View southeast of the site of former terrace housing along Bargeman’s Row within the 

development area. The Swansea Business School building is visible to the rear. 

 

Photo 12: View west of the rear of the Canoldre Centre. 



 

Photo 13: View northwest from within the development area. The Canoldre Centre is visible on the 

left, the former Railway Canteen lies behind the blue container with Friendship House to its left. 

Bethesda Chapel is visible to the rear. 

 

Photo 14: View west of the southern side of the Canoldre Centre, with modern development on the 

west side of John Street beyond. 



 

Photo 15: View north of the frontage of the Canoldre Centre on John Street. 

 

Photo 16: View west along Jockey Street. The Swansea Business School is shown to the left, and the 

Canoldre Centre visible above the boarding to the right. 



 

Photo 17: View east down Jockey Street from the point it becomes pedestrianised and passes 

underneath the railway. 

 

Photo 18: View southeast down John Street, with the Swansea Business School to the rear, and the 

Canoldre Centre behind the boarding. 



 

Photo 19: View south down John Street. The development site lies behind the boarding to the left. 

 

Photo 20: View southeast of the top of John Street. Friendship House is in the foreground, and the 

Canoldre Centre to the right. 



 

Photo 21: View southwest down the Prince of Wales Road, with modern development of Bethesda 

Court to the left (which also fronts John Street), and the Palace Theatre (LB 11585, PRN 1552w) on 

the right. 

 

Photo 22: View west down Bethesda Street towards High Street. The Palace Theatre (LB 11585, PRN 

1552w) on the left, and Dyfatty flats to the rear. 



 

Photo 23: View east down Bethesda Street, with Bethesda Chapel (LB 11554, PRN 3496w) to the left, 

and Friendship House to the right. For a view from the western end of Bethesda Street across the 

site see Photo 6. 

 

Photo 24: View south from the northern end of the Prince of Wales Road. Bethesda Chapel (LB 

11554, PRN 3496w) is visible to the left, late 19th century terraced housing on the right, and the 

Swansea Business School in the background. 



 

Photo 25: View south from the western end of Bethesda Street at urban development in the Hafod. 

 

Photo 26: View southeast down New Cut Road, which borders the site to the east. Site lies beyond 

the scrub on the right. 



 

Photo 27: View southwest from the raised Bethesda Street, looking across New Cut Road in the 

foreground and across site, with the Swansea Business School visible in the background. 

 

Photo 28: View west-southwest from Bethesda Street giving a general view of the current visibility of 

the site from that direction. The Canoldre Centre is the low brown-brick building in the centre, with 

Swansea Business School to the left, modern red-brick development on the west side of John Street, 

Friendship House on the right with the Palace Theatre (LB 11585, PRN 1552w) behind and Dyfatty 

flats to the rear. 



 

Photo 29: Bethesda Chapel (LB 11554, PRN 3498w), showing the south face of the building fronting 

Bethesda Street. 

 

Photo 30: View south-southeast adjacent to Bethesda Chapel (LB 11554, PRN 3498w) on the left, 

looking towards the site (behind Friendship House in the centre). 



 

Photo 31: View east-southeast of the Palace Theatre (LB 11585, PRN 1552w), showing the High 

Street frontage and looking towards the site. Friendship House is visible to the rear on the left. 

 

Photo 32: View east towards the site from High Street, with the Palace Theatre on the left (LB 11585, 

PRN 1552w) and the proposed development site to the rear of Bethesda Court on the right. 



 

Photo 33: St Matthew’s Church (LB 11584, PRN 429w) fronting High Street. 

 

Photo 34: View northeast from St Matthew’s Church (LB 11584, PRN 429w) towards the proposed 

development site. Bethesda Court lies on the left, government offices on the right, and Swansea 

Business School is visible to the rear between the two. 
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Search criteria

500m radius of NGR 265827 193829

PRN 00424w NAME ROMAN POTTERY SHERD FIND SITE, Richardson's
Yard NGR SS658934 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Roman, Findspot, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Roman sherd of 2nd century cooking pot.

DESCRIPTION Site of Roman sherd of a 2nd century cooking pot. The potsherd which was a grey-black colour
was found 6 foot 6 inches below the surface in peat at Richardson's Yard, North Dock, Swansea with animal
remains. The 1919 OS 25" map shows the North Dock at 658934. MasterMap records this as at the present Parc
Tawe North. The sherd was given to R.I.S.W. (Friends of Swansea Museum), accession number 938.2. Reported in
Dr Evans study of The Strand REPORT NO. 93/70 PROJECT NO. A148. A sherd of Romano-British cooking pot
was found associated with animal bone on the surface of a peat deposit 2m below the ground surface in
Richardson's Yard on the east bank of the Tawe. (OS card SS 69 SE 3). 03255w is possible duplicate of this record.
Actual location of find is unclear. Richardson's Yard is shown labelled on either side of The Strand in an undated
map of the Railway & Dock Development in Swansea shown in Griffiths "The City of Swansea Challenges &
Change" 1990, map VIII.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Intact DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED:

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES
Book Rutter, J.G 1948 Prehistoric Gower

PRN 00428.0w NAME SWANSEA NGR SS65539470, SS65779421 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Unknown, Causeway, RANK: 1
SUMMARY 'A fine paved causeway of considerable uncommon breadth and 40 or 50 yards in length, beyond' the

Burlais Brook. The area has been built up, and there are no visible remains.

DESCRIPTION 'A fine paved causeway of considerable uncommon breadth and 40 or 50 yards in length, beyond
a brook or river north of Swansea and the nearest way to Lougher' This could be none other than the Burlais
Brook, and the old raod, which must have crossed the Tawe somewhere about there (Morgan 1899, 17). The area

http://www.walesher1974.org/her/temp/prev.htm?prm=0.1785926367...
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has been built up, and there are no visible remains.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1991

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

01/MM Record Card/OS/1956/SS 69 SE 7
02/PH Desc Text/Morgan WH/1899/Ant Survey of E Gower pp17-18

PRN 00429w NAME ST MATTHEW'S CHURCH AT ST JOHN'S-JUXTA-
SWANSEA NGR SS65709376 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Medieval, Church, RANK: 1
SUMMARY The church now known as St Matthew is on the site of the medieval chapel of St John, which became

the parish church of St John's-juxta-Swansea. The present building, which was completely reconstructed in 1824
and 1886 (although it may still retain vestiges of the medieval masonry) consists of nave with W gallery, chancel, W
bellcote, W porch, the disused Regency N porch, organ chamber and two vestries. In 2004, it was adapted for use
by a smaller congregation by partitioning off the west end of the nave and converting everything to the east of the
partition into a smaller church with its entrance through the Victorian S vestry, which became the new porch.
Everything to the west was converted by the Cyrenians into a drop-in centre for the homeless and disadvanteged.
The remainder of the nave as far as the gallery became a common room, and offices, a surgery, laundry and
ablution facitllies were created out of the gallery and the space unbder it.

DESCRIPTION The church now known as St Matthew is on the site of the medieval chapel of St John, which
became the parish church of St John’s-juxta-Swansea, although it did not actually lie within this parish. The land
on which the church stands, immediately N of the medieval town, of Swansea was granted to the Order of St John of
Jerusalem between 1156 and 1184, and the original church was built by them (Williams 1990, 18-9). The dedication
was changed to St Matthew in the 1880s, since a new church in the Hafod had been dedicated to St John (Morgan
1990, 200). The church was twice rebuilt in the 19th century, in 1824 and 1886, the architects being respectively
William Jernegan, and Bucknell and Jennings of Swansea. There is a small churchyard, basically of quadrangular
shape, although the NE corner had already been encroached on by the time the tithe map was drawn up. The
present church consists of nave with W gallery, chancel, W bellcote, W porch, organ chamber, two vestries, a
disused boilerhouse against the N wall, and a ground-floor lobby partitioned off the W end of the nave to house the
stairs to the gallery. Although it has been dissected for the purpose of database recording, the nave, chancel, organ
chamber and one of the vestries form a single rectangular block under the same roof, the E-most bay being
separated from the rest by the chancel arch, flanked on either side by narrow arches, that on the left to the organ
chamber and that on the S to one of the vestries. It is constructed from local Pennant sandstone with Bath stone
dressings to the openings. Little is known about the medieval church. Morgan (1899, 80) refers, without giving
sources, to ‘traditions [that] this was a beautiful church with good monuments’, and adds that ‘the church pulled
down in 1820 [sic] was a very inferior building of no great date’. This is the building which is shown in Padley’s
drawing of Swansea in the 1790s, as a single-celled building with ?three windows towards the E end of the N wall,
a W window with Y-tracery, and a bellcote of cross-shaped elevation over the W gable-end (Morris 1990, Plate 4).
The spacing of the N wall windows would suggest that they are insertions into a previously unlit N wall contra
Morgan. Part of this structure appears on a plan dated 1823 (copy in the NMR), drawn up for a proposed
enlargement which would have involved the construction of an oversized N transept with a gallery over, and a
projecting porch in the middle of its otherwise blind N wall. According to this proposal, the S, E and W walls of the
original church would have remained, giving a T-shaped outline to the main part of the building, together with the
original S porch. It is not possible to determine from a superficial examination of the building whether it was ever
carried out, and the earliest known depiction of this church, in plan by 1838 on the tithe map for the urban area of
Swansea parish (WGAS P/123/CW/681) shows it as being rectangular with a apse in the middle of the S side a
corresponding rectangular extension on the N, and a further rectangular extension at the S corner of the W side.
The wider extension to the N and the inclusion of these staircases is the principal point in which the plans in the
NLW differ from that in the NMR: and it is uncertain whether the plan was modified during the design stage or
subsequently; if the latter is the case, survival of parts of the medieval structure in the S half of the building is very
likely. A larger-scale outline plan (with N elevation) of the arrangement shown on the tithe plan was included with
the drawings attached to the 1886 faculty (NLW SD/F 635), and comparison of these drawings with the existing
building shows that much of Jernigan’s work was retained. The rectangular projection in the middle of the N side
had a stepped gable and was the outer part of a T-shaped porch, the cross-bar of which lay within the main block
between two staircases, each with an external door in a very shallow projection at the ends of the facade. The E
staircase door, now blocked, can still be seen but not the W, since the 1886 extension to the church was added from
the E quoin of the W projection. There were two windows in the E wall, one in the W wall, and two in the S wall,
one on either side of the polygonal extension, which seems, from the wording of the specification for the 1886 works
to have been the vestry (there is a reference to the ‘present vestry roof’); the same source makes it clear that the W
extension was a porch. Newman (1990, 585) states that the windows of the Regency building were lancets but gives
no source for this information; the doorways on the N elevation, which are definitely Jernigan’s since they serve to
purpose in the remodelled building, are classical, and the details of the design are in his usual style (Lloyd 1990,
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59). The 1886 extension and remodelling involved the lengthening of building to the W and the addition of a new W
porch, refenestration of the N, E and S walls, the construction of a new W gallery, the blocking off of the projecting
section of the N porch to form a boiler house, and the demolition of the wall between the inner part of the nave and
the whole of the staircases. All the internal fittings are Victorian or later, most apparently dating to the 1886
rebuild. The present memorials in the church date no further back than the early 19th century, but there is
documentary evidence for burials of the Seys family in the chancel of St John’s church in the 17th century
(Williams, 1990, 23). Evans 1998 GGAT 51 Historic Churches Project In 2004, the church was adapted for use by a
smaller congregation by partitioning off the west end of the nave and converting everything to the east of the
partition into a smaller church with its entrance through the Victorian S vestry, which became the new porch.
Everything to the west was converted by the Cyrenians into a drop-in centre for the homeless and disadvanteged.
The remainder of the nave as far as the gallery became a common room, and offices, a surgery, laundry and
ablution facitllies were created out of the gallery and the space under it. BIBLIOGRAPHY Published and printed
Andrew, J, 1992, Churchyard yews in the Archdeaconry of Gower, Gower 43, 27 Cowley, F G, 1990, Religion and
education, in G Williams (ed), Swansea, an illustrated history, 143, 162, 163-4 Lloyd, T, 1990, The architects of
Regency Swansea, Gower 41, 56-69 (56, 57) Morgan, P, 1990, Art and architecture, in G Williams (ed), Swansea,
an illustrated history, 200 Morgan, W Ll, 1899, An antiquarian survey of east Gower, 80-1 Morris B, 1990, Paul
Padley’s Swansea: A view of the town in the 1790s, Gower 41, 6-16 Newman, J, 1995, The buildings of Wales:
Glamorgan, 585 Williams, G, 1990, Religion and belief, in R Griffiths (ed), City of Swansea, challenges and
change, 20, 21 Documentary and manuscript NLW SD/F 635 1885 Faculty: Restoration of church NMR 1823 Copy
of plan and elevation drawing (Society of Antiquaries collection), dated 1823 and apparently derived from faculty
WGAS P/106/CW/13 1920-21 Year book of St John’s church, and history of parish P/106/CW/14 1885 Faculty for
enlarging and restoring church P/106/CW/15 nd (c1885) Plan of church and surroundings P/106/CW/16 1832
Authority for additional burial ground P/106/CW/17 1833 Conveyance of additional land for churchyard
P/106/CW/38 1890-92 Easter Vestry minutes P/106/CW/39 1904-20 PCC minutes P/106/CW/40 1920-26 Easter
Vestry and PCC minutes P/106/CW/41 1926-1961 Easter Vestry and PCC minutes P/106/CW/42 1920-21
Churchwardens’ accounts P/106/CW/43 1921-45 Churchwardens’ accounts P/106/CW/44 1945-64
Churchwardens’ accounts P/106/CW/60 1877-82 Church building committee (including note on history of parish)
P/106/CW/61 1877-82 Church building committee, correspondence including churchwardens’ accounts 1885-86
P/106/CW/67 1823-63 Vestry minutes P/106/CW/68 1864-96 Vestry minutes P/106/CW/69 1895-1920 Vestry
minutes P/123/18 1844 Tithe map (Parish of St Mary’s, but includes St John’s Church) P/123/CW/161 1856 Order
to discontinue burials from 1st Jan 1857 in churchyards of St Mary’s and St John’s except in existing vaults

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 2004

STATUS listed building 11584 II
CROSS REFERENCES Same as 5527 GGATE001386, GGATE004713

SOURCES
Report Evans, E M 2003 Early Medieval Ecclesiastical sites in Southeast Wales: Desk based assessment 1317

Report Evans, E M 1998 Glamorgan Historic Churches Survey: Churches in the Archdeaconry of Gower
Evans EM, 2003-04, GGAT 73 Early Medieval Ecclesiastical Sites Project

EM Evans (1998) GGAT 51/81 Welsh Historic Churches Survey: Glamorgan and Gwent

PRN 00452w NAME Arrowhead, Castle NGR SS65709367 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Neolithic, Arrowhead, RANK: 1
SUMMARY 0 Neolithic arrow, One tool type and material, Single item. Hunting. Exposure not specified. GGAT

66 Lithics survey 2000.

DESCRIPTION 0 Neolithic arrow, One tool type and material, Single item. Hunting. Exposure not specified.
GGAT 66 Lithics survey 2000.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Intact DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED:

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

PRN 00455w NAME Chapel, Castle NGR SS656934 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Medieval, Chapel, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Not a correct site. St John's Church (Hospitallers) is marked on Rees's map (as church appropriated

to a monastic house) ie Hospital (OS card SS 69 SE 34).

DESCRIPTION Not a correct site. St John's Church (Hospitallers) is marked on Rees's map (as church
appropriated to a monastic house) ie Hospital (OS card SS 69 SE 34). A pencilled note says that this is the wrong
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location, and that the site is given correctly for PRN 429w (St John's-juxta-Swansea), correct if Hosp means
Hospitallers and not Hospital in this position, slightly SW of its true position, which is given accurately in PRN
429w. OS card entered this as a separate site on Rees's authority, but it should be disregarded. Evans 2003: GGAT
73 Early-Medieval Ecclesiastical Sites Project database

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 2004

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

Evans EM, 2003-04, GGAT 73 Early Medieval Ecclesiastical Sites Project

PRN 00831w NAME Glamorgan Pottery NGR SS659937 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Pottery, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Underground drying chamber belonging to Glamorgan Pottery was found during construction work

outside the strand, opposite the High Street Station.

DESCRIPTION During construction work in the Strand opposite High Street Station, Swansea a pottery-drying
chamber, stated to have belonged to the Glamorgan Pottery was uncovered 2m below ground surface. The structure
was 16m by 4m, but the original height of the structure could not be identified. It was a single build of stonework
with a small amount of brickwork. Along the northeast side there was 2 tunnels that led off at right angles and 4
ducts and along the opposite side there was an industrial brick platform and a series of holes along the walls.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Destroyed DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1979

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES Same as 40796 GGATE000621, GGATE000013, GGATE000015, GGATE003073

SOURCES
Report Oxford Archaeology 2008 Unit Superheaters Engineering Swansea: Archaeological Watching Brief Report

2494 208/08
newspaper article Isaacs, J. 1983 Old Pottery Vault is Unearthed
Journal Sell, S. 1983 An Underground Drying Chamber and Associated Pottery Finds at the Site of the Glamorgan
Pottery, Swansea
01/pm desc text/GGAT/Sell SH/1983/Annul Rep/76-9

PRN 00953w NAME SOAR NGR SS65659412 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Chapel, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Llangyfelach street, Swansea. Originally built in 1849, rebuilt in 1860 or 1880; burnt down in 1976.

Photographs in Swansea City Council archives taken after the fire (and therefore in a damaged state) show it to
have been classical in style and constr

DESCRIPTION Llangyfelach street, Swansea. Originally built in 1849, rebuilt in 1860 or 1880; burnt down in
1976. Photographs in Swansea City Council archives taken after the fire (and therefore in a damaged state) show it
to have been classical in style and constructed from rock-faced snecked sandstone with dressings of rock-faced
sandstone and Bath stone. Main elevation had sandstone pilasters at the corners, and then was divided into three
bays, all alike apart from the detail of their doors, by giant Corinthian columns supporting an arched entablature,
above which was a pediment with modillion cornice and raking cornice. On the ground floor of each bay was a
round-headed door with sandstone jambs, above which was a group of three small round-headed windows, all with
sandstone dressings, below a modillion cornice above which was a round-headed window with a Bath stone
hoodmould. Oculus in gable, cutting through horizontal band of Bath stone. Datestone over central door was partly
eroded; the arch of this door was supported on Corinthian columns; outer doors had Bath stone impost bands.
Shallow flight of steps extending across frontage preceded doors. Side elevation had segmental-headed windows on
the ground floor, with round-headed windows above; set between heads of upper windows were circular openings,
and above these were groups of three small round-headed openings sharing a sill, immediately under the modillion
cornice which crowned the side walls. Rear elevation (?schoolroom) had three square-headed doors at the bottom,
then four segmental-headed windows, then two round-headed windows, and an oculus in the gable. Photographs
show that there was gallery on at least three sides and probably four, supported on iron columns whose Corinthian
heads must have been of plaster or timber, since most of them had disappeared in the fire leaving only the central
spindle.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Destroyed DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED:

STATUS None recorded 
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CROSS REFERENCES Same as 8992

SOURCES

PRN 00958w NAME Town ditch, 27-29 High Street, Swansea NGR SS656934 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Medieval, Ditch, RANK: 1
SUMMARY A foundation trench followed the centre of the town ditch or moat. The ditch ran approximately E-W

under Kings Lane forming the northern side of the defended area. Lowest filling of the ditch contained med sherds,
shellfish and iron slag.

DESCRIPTION Foundation trench 1.5m wide followed the centre of the town ditch or moat for a length of c20m.
Lowest filling of the ditch was 50cm of compressed black silt contained med sherds, shellfish and iron slag. Later
excavation revealed the V-shaped ditch had been cut through the silt of an earlier medieval ditch.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED:

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES Associated with GGAT PRN 00436w GGATE003690, GGATE002984

SOURCES

01/PM Desc Text/Morris B/1975/Arch in Wales pp60-1 no81

PRN 01046.0w NAME Swansea Canal NGR SS6579793437, SN8089612579 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Canal, RANK: 1
SUMMARY The canal was designed by Charles Roberts and Thomas Sheasby and was built between 1794 and

1798. It was unique in Britain, however, in also supplying water power for around 42 of the new enterprises along
its route.

DESCRIPTION The Swansea Canal was designed by Charles Roberts and Thomas Sheasby and was built
between 1794 and 1798. Like all canals, it provided the reliable water transport essential for industrial
development before the railways came, and at its peak was carrying 400,000 tons of cargo a year. It was unique in
Britain, however, in also supplying water power for many of the new enterprises along its route. Until the canal was
closed to navigation in 1931, it provided power for at least 42 installations along its 16 miles, and reputedly for the
first electric house lighting in the valley, at Clydach. (02) This unique dual role emphasizes the desirability of
preserving the canal together with the associated industrial installations wherever possible. Only two canal
sections remain in a restorable condition, from Clydach to Trebanos and from Pontardawe to Godre'r Graig. These
are currently being renovated by the Swansea Canal Society. (02)

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1998

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES Same as 34494, Associated with 02641w, Associated with 00841w, Associated with

00842w, Associated with 00843w, Associated with 00432w, Associated with 01073.0w, Associated with 00829w,
Associated with 01073w, Associated with 02642w, Associated with 02643w, Associated with 2644w, Associated with
02262.0w, Associated with 02645w - 2653w, Associated with 01585w, Associated with 02992w, Associated with
02424w, Associated with 08221w, Associated with 08225w, Associated with 08238w, Associated with 08245w,
Associated with 08253w, Associated with 08293w, Associated with 01046.45w GGATE001075, GGATE003883,
GGATE004170, GGATE005411

SOURCES
Report Geake H 1990 A4067 Swansea Valley Route Stage Three Pontardawe to Ynysmeudwy An archaeological

Assessment. 25 90/01
Report Toft L A 1990 A4067/A4217 Cross Valley Link at Pentrechwyth 27 90/01
01/PM Mention/Hughes SR/1977/Arch in Wales/p52 no101(20)

02/Pm Desc Text/GGAT/1990 APR/A4067 SWANSEA VALLEY ROUTE: STAGE 3 PONTARDAWE TO
YNYSMEUDWY: AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT/GGAT SMR Report Archive 25
03/map/OS/1878

PRN 01046.38w NAME CANAL WHARFS NGR SS659936 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Canal wharf, RANK: 1
SUMMARY canal wharf shown on 1836 plan of swansea harbour

DESCRIPTION canal wharf shown on 1836 plan of swansea harbour
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CONDITION
CONDITION: Destroyed DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED:

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

PRN 01507w NAME SITE OF WELL AT 21 EARL STREET,
LANDORE NGR SS65999429 COMMUNITY Landore
TYPE Post-Medieval, Well, RANK: 1
SUMMARY

DESCRIPTION

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 2004

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

PRN 01508w NAME SITE NAME NOT KNOWN NGR SS658942 COMMUNITY Landore
TYPE Post-Medieval, Bridge, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Duplicate PRN with 02420w

DESCRIPTION Duplicate PRN with 02420w

CONDITION
CONDITION: Intact DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED:

STATUS listed building 11686 II
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

PRN 01552w NAME PALACE THEATRE HIGH STREET NGR SS65729385 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Theatre, RANK: 1
SUMMARY This site comprises a Post-Medieval Theatre entitled 'Palace Theatre High Street' situated within the

community of Castle. RCAHMW note that it was constructed in 1888 'by Bucknall and Jennings, architects of
Swansea. Opened as Swansea Pavilion and later The Empire Music Hall. Converted to cinema 1908' (National
Monument Records).

DESCRIPTION This site comprises a Post-Medieval Theatre entitled 'Palace Theatre High Street' situated within
the community of Castle. RCAHMW note that it was constructed in 1888 'by Bucknall and Jennings, architects of
Swansea. Opened as Swansea Pavilion and later The Empire Music Hall. Converted to cinema 1908' (National
Monument Records).

CONDITION
CONDITION: Restored DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED:

STATUS listed building 11585 II
CROSS REFERENCES Same as 31846

SOURCES
Online Resource Cadw Listed Buildings Description

PRN 01560w NAME Pipe Works, Landore NGR SS66159413 COMMUNITY Landore
TYPE Post-Medieval, Works, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Kennicoh and Palmer worked at this pipe works (owned/managed?) from the 1830-90s and then split

up (Pers comm. Fordey, M 1981).
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DESCRIPTION Kennicoh and Palmer worked at this pipe works (owned/managed?) from the 1830-90s and then
split up (Pers comm. Fordey, M 1981).

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED:

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

PRN 01699.0w NAME SWANSEA VALE RAILWAY NGR SS7122413921,
SS6637093154 COMMUNITY Quarter Bach
TYPE Post-Medieval, Railway, RANK: 1
SUMMARY The Swansea Vale Railway had its origins in a series of tramways built along the valley from the

eighteenth century onwards. During 1845 work began to construct a private mineral railway to carry coal from
Swansea to Pontardawe.

DESCRIPTION The Swansea Vale Railway had its origins in a series of tramways built along the valley from the
eighteenth century onwards. One tramway, built in 1819 from Llansamlet to Swansea harbour, may have been the
scene of an early steam locomotion experiment in its first year, when there is some evidence that one of George
Stephenson' s engines was used. In the railway mania of the 1830s and 1840s schemes were discussed for a railway
up the western side of the Swansea Valley, where most of the industries were located, but these were abandoned
because of the cost. Instead a group of coal owners banded together to build a private mineral railway, which did
not require an Act of Parliament, up the eastern side of the valley. (06) Work began in 1845 and, after problems in
the early years, an Act of Parliament was obtained in 1855. In the same year the railway reached Pontardawe, and
carried up to 1000 tons of coal a day. In 1860 the first passengers were carried, and in 1861 the railway was
extended to Ystalyfera. In 1876 the line was bought by the Midland Railway. (06) Industries that were built close to
the railway often had their own sidings. The Glanrhyd tinplate works had a number, controlled by a signal box at
the junction with the main line. This signal box is no longer visible, although it is possible that surviving parts are
concealed by thick undergrowth. (06) Passenger services on the Swansea Vale Railway were discontinued in 1950
and, as factories closed down and mines were worked out, freight diminished. In 1964 the line was shut down and
the track lifted. (06)

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1997

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES Divided into 01699.1w, Divided into 01699.2w, Divided into 01699.3w, Divided into

01699.4w, Divided into 01699.5w, Divided into 01699.6w, Associated with 01046.26w, Associated with 01046.13w,
Associated with 01615w, Associated with 02655w, Associated with 02656w, Associated with
01699.7w GGATE001075, GGATE003929, GGATE004012, GGATE005398

SOURCES
Report Geake H 1990 A4067 Swansea Valley Route Stage Three Pontardawe to Ynysmeudwy An archaeological

Assessment. 25 90/01
Report Evans, E.M. 1992 Archaeological Desk Top Study of Tawe Valley Project 85 92/01
Report Bowen, F 2011 Canolfan Glandwr, Prince of Wales Dock, Swansea: Archaeological desk-based assessment
3166 2013/04
01/PM DESC TEXT//REYNOLDS/PR//SUMMER 1980/SVHS NEWSLETTER/BUILDING THE SWANSEA VALE

RAILWAY*
02/PM DESC TEXT//REYNOLDS/PR/1977/MORGANNWG/CHAUNCY TOWNSENDS WAGGONWAY VOL XXI
p42-68*
03/PM DESC TEXT////1980/SVHS NEWSLETTER/p4 JAMES PALMER BUDD*
04/PM MAP GGAT COLLECTION///1919 ed/OS/GLAMORGAN SHEET XXIV 5 XXIV 1 XV 13*
05/PM DESC TEXT/BOWEN/RE/1966-7/J OF SE WALES INDUS ARCH SOC VOL 1 No2 p39*
06/Pm Desc Text/GGAT/1990 APR/A4067 SWANSEA VALLEY ROUTE: STAGE 3 PONTARDAWE TO
YNYSMEUDWY: AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT/GGAT SMR Report Archive
map/OS/1881

PRN 01958w NAME DYFFATTY ST POTTERY NGR SS656937 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Pottery, RANK: 1
SUMMARY This site comprises a Post-Medieval Pottery entitled 'Dyffatty St Pottery' situated within the

community of Castle. No further information is currently available.

DESCRIPTION This site comprises a Post-Medieval Pottery entitled 'Dyffatty St Pottery' situated within the
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community of Castle. No further information is currently available.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Destroyed DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED:

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

PRN 02201w NAME WORKINGMENS CLUB INST NGR SS6553193492 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Working mens club, RANK: 1
SUMMARY 1885 French Second Empire Style

DESCRIPTION 1885 French Second Empire Style

CONDITION
CONDITION: Intact DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1986

STATUS listed building 11552 II
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

01/mm desc text/Cadw//1986/Listed Building List/

PRN 02347w NAME SWANSEA CENTRAL POLICE STATION NGR SS6556993418 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Unknown, Police station, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Bomb splinter damage to Orchard Street frontage. Extensive splinter damage still visible on brick

walls and stone window surrounds.

DESCRIPTION Bomb splinter damage to Orchard Street frontage. Extensive splinter damage still visible on
brick walls and stone window surrounds.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Intact DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1988

STATUS listed building 11549 II
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

01/PM Desc Text/Cadw/1987/Listed Building List
02/PM List/Maynard D/1995/Proposed New Site Notification Form (Addition)

PRN 02348w NAME CENTRAL LIBRARY NGR SS6553593428 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Library, RANK: 1
SUMMARY This site comprises a Post-Medieval Library entitled 'Central Library' situated within the community

of Castle. The Cadw Listed Building Description is as follows: 'In a group of public buildings at the N end of the
city centre. Erected 1886-7. Designed by Henry Holtom of Dewsbury (cost 20,000). Italianate. Monumental,
symmetrical classical design; red brick facings with pale freestone dressings. 2-storey, attic and basement.
Advanced centre and end bays with slate pavilion roofs (centre roof destroyed in Second War), tower to centre with
tripartite arched windows' (Cadw Listed Building Description).

DESCRIPTION This site comprises a Post-Medieval Library entitled 'Central Library' situated within the
community of Castle. The Cadw Listed Building Description is as follows: 'In a group of public buildings at the N
end of the city centre. Erected 1886-7. Designed by Henry Holtom of Dewsbury (cost 20,000). Italianate.
Monumental, symmetrical classical design; red brick facings with pale freestone dressings. 2-storey, attic and
basement. Advanced centre and end bays with slate pavilion roofs (centre roof destroyed in Second War), tower to
centre with tripartite arched windows' (Cadw Listed Building Description).

CONDITION
CONDITION: Intact DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1988

STATUS listed building 11550 II
CROSS REFERENCES - -
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SOURCES
Online Resource Cadw Listed Buildings Description
01/pm desc text/Cadw//1987/Listed Building List/

PRN 02355w NAME EBENEZER BAPTIST CHURCH NGR SS656937 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Church, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Duplicate PRN See 03529w

DESCRIPTION Duplicate PRN See 03529w

CONDITION
CONDITION: Intact DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1988

STATUS listed building 11575 II*
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

01/pm desc text/Cadw//1987/Listed Building List/

PRN 02356w NAME Inn, Castle Community NGR SS6563193377 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Inn, RANK: 1
SUMMARY This site comprises a Post-Medieval inn situated within Castle Community. The 3rd edition OS map

depicts the area as a public house. The structure is located on the corner of King Street; key features include an
early/mid 19th century Georgian front to an earlier structure, L-shaped plan, three storeys, Stucco with giant
Tuscan pilasters to the upper flors, a slate roof, sash windows and a brick right stack (Cadw Listed Building
Description; 3rd edition OS Map)

DESCRIPTION This site comprises a Post-Medieval inn situated within Castle Community. The 3rd edition OS
map depicts the area as a public house. The structure is located on the corner of King Street; key features include
an early/mid 19th century Georgian front to an earlier structure, L-shaped plan, three storeys, Stucco with giant
Tuscan pilasters to the upper flors, a slate roof, sash windows and a brick right stack (Cadw Listed Building
Description; 3rd edition OS Map)

CONDITION
CONDITION: Intact DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1988

STATUS listed building 11583 II
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE002984

SOURCES
Map Ordnance Survey 3rd Edition OS map 6"

Online Resource Cadw Listed Buildings Description
01/pm desc text/Cadw//1987/Listed Building List/

PRN 02420w NAME HAFOD BRIDGE NGR SS657942 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Bridge, RANK: 1
SUMMARY A triple-portalled bridge of c1820 which carried the Swansea to Neath Turnpike over two tramroads,

the Cwm Road and Bwrlais Stream.

DESCRIPTION A triple-portalled bridge of c1820 which carried the Swansea to Neath Turnpike over two
tramroads, the Cwm Road and Bwrlais Stream.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Intact DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1988

STATUS listed building 11686 II
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE000665

SOURCES

01/PM Desc Text/Cadw/1987/Listed Building List
02/PM Note/Hague DB & Hughes SR/1975/Arch in Wales p85 no149

PRN 02819.1w NAME New cut bridge NGR SS66089357, SS66079357 COMMUNITY St Thomas
TYPE Post-Medieval, railway bridge, RANK: -
SUMMARY Appears on 1st, 2nd and 3rd edn of OS map, as ‘telescope bridge’ on 1st edn.

DESCRIPTION Appears on 1st, 2nd and 3rd edn of OS map, as ‘telescope bridge’ on 1st edn.This is a railway
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bridge built to carry a line (Swansea and Neath Railway) running down the east bank of the River Tawe across the
New Cut at a point just below the Pottery Bridge. From there the line divides into three, with one branch going
across the Pottery Bridge, one down the east side of North Dock, and the third following the west bank of the New
Cut. Part of west bank abutment is still visible. (Evans 2010)

CONDITION
CONDITION: Near Destroyed DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 2010

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES
Notes Evans, E M 2010 Swansea Valley walk

PRN 02912w NAME ELYSIUM CLUB NGR SS657935 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Modern, Political club, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Swansea & District Labour Hall. C20th hall tiled with Art Nouveau tiles manufactured by Craven

Dunhill & Co, Jackfield. Includes dedication plaque mentioning Ben Tillett.

DESCRIPTION Swansea & District Labour Hall. C20th hall tiled with Art Nouveau tiles manufactured by
Craven Dunhill & Co, Jackfield. Includes dedication plaque mentioning Ben Tillett.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Intact DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1995

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

01/PM List/Maynard D/1995/Proposed New Site Notification Form

PRN 02913w NAME HIGH STREET NO 75-78, SWANSEA NGR SS6569793688 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, House, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Early C19th, possibly older, group of houses. Some in use as business premises, some derelict. Area

built up by 1803. Buildings fairly dilapidated, external appearance suggests C18th-C19th date.

DESCRIPTION Early C19th, possibly older, group of houses. Some in use as business premises, some derelict.
Area built up by 1803. Buildings fairly dilapidated, external appearance suggests C18th-C19th date. (01)

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1995

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

01/PM List/Maynard D/1995/Proposed New Site Notification Form

PRN 03255w NAME Duplicate PRN? NGR SS65739340 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Roman, Findspot, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Probable duplicate of 00424w.

DESCRIPTION Probable duplicate of 00424w.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1997

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE003690

SOURCES

The Strand
01/desc text/GGAT REPORT NO. 93/70; PROJECT NO. A148

PRN 03256w NAME OLD QUAKER MEETING HOUSE, THE STRAND,
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SWANSEA NGR SS65769354 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Friends meeting house, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Built 1807-9; architect William Powell of Swansea. Disused as religious building 1876, subsequently

used for a variety of commercial purposes. Now mutilated and gutted; used as warehouse of Strand Metals.
Depicted shortly after erection in a watercolo

DESCRIPTION Built 1807-9; architect William Powell of Swansea. Disused as religious building 1876,
subsequently used for a variety of commercial purposes. Now mutilated and gutted; used as warehouse of Strand
Metals. Depicted shortly after erection in a watercolour of between 1814 and 1818, attributed to Thomas Hornor;
comparison between this drawing and the surviving remains shows that it is not completely accurate. Pennant
sandstone ashlar, rock faced, with pennant sandstone ashlar dressings; this visible externally only on the north side,
as Strand facade (east) has been rendered, and south obscured by modern lean-to. Original semicircular-headed
entrance in north wall, designed for a floor level higher than the present one; two semi-circular-headed windows;
all these openings now blocked; traces of another window over the door, now blocked and head removed, but it has
no dressings and is probably an insertion. Lower part in rubble, and was obviously designed to be concealed
behind makeup. Three round-headed windows at first floor level on Strand facade, originally above blind ground
floor (Hornor) but now with wide door and blocked window, both square-headed. Upper part of building now
removed above tops of first floor windows, but originally the wall continued up with a gable to the Strand; gable
now filled in with corrugated asbestos, as roof. Interior now gutted; masonry not dressed which, together with
amount expended on timber (?207.18.6) and joiners' wages (?96.0.5) out of a total building cost of ?642.15.10,
suggests that it was originally wainscoted. Several rows of joist holes on both long walls for an upper floor, but
none certainly connected with use as a meeting house; rear wall at ground floor level does not extend beyond first
floor, first floor rear wall is further back, but this may be an extension rather than the original building - it is not
possible to determine this in present conditions. A description in an anonymous booklet of 1859 (Sundays in Wales -
visits to places of worship by a weekday practiser) estimate sittings at 300 and states 'There are no pews, but the
seats are forms with backs, arranged each side of a central aisle. At the side and in front the seats are elevated
above the floor. Pillars in the centre of the building support what appears to be a gallery until, coming in front of it,
you see that the space is walled off to constitute a distinct room. There is a stove in the centre of the house.'

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1997

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES Same as 91405, Associated with 03257W, Associated with 03258W GGATE003690

SOURCES
Report Evans E M 1993 Archaeological Desk Top Survey, The Strand, Swansea 252 93/05
The Strand

01/desc text/GGAT REPORT NO. 93/70; PROJECT NO. A148

PRN 03257w NAME QUAKER BURIAL GROUND NGR SS65709356 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Cemetery, RANK: 1
SUMMARY reported in Dr Evans study of The Strand REPORT NO. 93/70 PROJECT NO. A148 "The Society of

Friends' (Quaker) Meeting House (no 80, now part of the warehouse of Strand Metals) is the only building
ofhistorical interest to survive. It is extremely i

DESCRIPTION reported in Dr Evans study of The Strand REPORT NO. 93/70 PROJECT NO. A148 "The Society
of Friends' (Quaker) Meeting House (no 80, now part of the warehouse of Strand Metals) is the only building
ofhistorical interest to survive. It is extremely important, bothas a Meeting House, of which there are very few from
this period extant in Wales, and as one of the remaining buildings of Regency Swansea" The Society of Friends'
(Quaker) Meeting House and Burial Ground This Meeting House (no 80 the Strand), erected 1807-9, is thesingle
surviving building of historical interest in the surveyarea. The architect is almost certainly to be identified with
William Powell of Swansea (Lloyd 1990, 63-5), and it wouldtherefore seem to be the only building now known to
survive bythis important local architect (T Lloyd pers comm). It went outof use as a religious building in 1876
(Williams 1967, 70). Mostof the attached Burial Ground lies outside the area of thesurvey, but the Monthly Meeting
minutes concerning the boundarywalls suggests that the Burial Ground may have continued as faras the Strand
frontage.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1997

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES Associated with 03256W, Associated with 03258W GGATE003690

SOURCES
Report Evans E M 1993 Archaeological Desk Top Survey, The Strand, Swansea 252 93/05
The Strand

01/desc text/GGAT REPORT NO. 93/70; PROJECT NO. A148
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PRN 03484w NAME SWANSEA GOSPEL HALL NGR SS65609348 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Modern, Chapel, RANK: 1
SUMMARY The present building was constructed in 1911 as the Ragged School. The congregation of Orchard

Street Gospel Hall moved here in the mid 1950s after their original building, at SS 6458 9323, was demolished
during post-war clearance; building was used mai

DESCRIPTION The present building was constructed in 1911 as the Ragged School. The congregation of
Orchard Street Gospel Hall moved here in the mid 1950s after their original building, at SS 6458 9323, was
demolished during post-war clearance; building was used mainly for youth activities. Rectangular plan with
projecting bays at either side of rear wall. Main facade on short side, with three storeys (lowest semi-basement) and
hipped roof in slate; gablet at front. . Building appears to have been adapted to its new use by the removal of
internal partitions, now marked only by pilasters against the walls and beams across ceiling, supported on the
basement and ground floor by beams. Now disused and partly stripped. No attached grounds. Exterior Red brick
(English bond), with Bath stone keystones to all windows; in Classical style. Plinth; string course between ground
floor and first floor. Main elevation (Pleasant Street) divided into three by pilasters in which every fifth course
slightly recessed; similar pilasters also set in slightly from corners, supporting a cornice with modillions,
continuing round side elevation, and from which a gable rises over the central section. Door central, up three steps,
round head with corbelled brick surround; fanlight. Datestone marked 'Ragged School' above doorway. Above this
is round-headed window, rising into gable. Side bays each have narrow window with segmental head on ground
floor (left-hand one blocked), oculus with Bath stone keystones on the first floor; parapet above. Side elevation
(Richard's Place, left-hand side) has narrow windows on ground and first floors in first bay; main section of side
wall has three semi-circular windows on first floor, three segmental headed windows and ground floor and three
square windows (now blocked) at pavement level in semi-basement. Rear bay contains one narrow window on each
of the ground floor and first floor, two windows with segmental heads on the first floor, and the rear door and a
small window to the stairs on the ground floor. Interior Large hall on each level, with staircases at front and rear of
left-hand side.. Main hall is on the first floor. Five bays divided by flat pilasters; king-post trusses with curved
struts. Left-hand side of first bay partitioned off to accommodate top of stairs. Blocked fireplaces in second and
fourth bays covered by matchboarded wainscot; walls plastered above. Text painted on rear wall, above traces of
platform, nearly as tall as wainscot, with steps on either side. Dormer window in roof at rear; gablet at front filled
with louvre closed off on inside with doors apparently opened by pulleys. Door either side of platform; left-hand
one to rear stairs, right-hand one to small projecting room. Ground floor hall is smaller, three bays only, as first
bay partitioned off with a full-height timber and glass partition to form the entrance lobby and ?an office, with a
small hatch, as in a ticket office, between the two; on left main staircase divided from lobby by round-headed arch.
Three bays in hall marked off by slight pilasters and by beams supported in the middle by iron columns; fireplaces
under those on the first floor; hall divided into two by a full-height folding timber and glass partition. Rear bay and
projections occupied by a series of small rooms including a kitchen and shower room. Basement windows blocked,
but basement hall seems to be as ground floor hall.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1998

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES Same as 8954

SOURCES

GGAT assessment Swansea Chapels survey

PRN 03485w NAME CAPEL SION NGR SS65709376 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Chapel, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Congregation offshoot from Ebenezer, Ebenezer St (NPRN 11781); built 1849 to replace short-lived

chapel, also called Capel Sion (no known representation),on land later occupied by GWR High St Station;
demolished c1896, when congregation sold site to deve

DESCRIPTION Congregation offshoot from Ebenezer, Ebenezer St (NPRN 11781); built 1849 to replace
short-lived chapel, also called Capel Sion (no known representation),on land later occupied by GWR High St
Station; demolished c1896, when congregation sold site to developer and moved to new premises in Henrietta St
(NPRN 8971). Appears on 1851 Board of Health plan. Rectangular building, end on to street. Two doors apparently
lead under the gallery stairs into the two aisles. Gallery is supported by 8 columns, set 4 a side on the outer side of
the aisles. Central block of seating divided into two lengthways. Three windows on either side placed without
regard to spacing of pillars. Free-standing octagonal pulpit in sedd fawr at back of chapel, with single flight of
steps from back. Three openings without spays in back wall are obscure, as it is unclear which are doors and which
windows, but the central one, which is tripartite, is most probably a window, since it is behind pulpit. Organ is now
in Henrietta St chapel.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1998

STATUS None recorded 
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CROSS REFERENCES Same as 8958

SOURCES

GGAT assessment Swansea Chapels survey

PRN 03496w NAME BETHESDA NGR SS65789390 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Chapel, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Built c 1870 on the site of an earlier chapel (built 1831). Now disused and partly gutted; but

difference in pews between gallery and ground floor suggest that it had been partly refitted. Set in large plot of
land, used as graveyard. A ruinous buildi

DESCRIPTION Built c 1870 on the site of an earlier chapel (built 1831). Now disused and partly gutted; but
difference in pews between gallery and ground floor suggest that it had been partly refitted. Set in large plot of
land, used as graveyard. A ruinous building of sandstone rubble with brick dressings to the round-headed windows
survives in part at the rear of the present building. Exterior Classical; front elevation in Bath stone ashlar, side
elevations rendered. Front elevation in three bays, the centre bay being the widest; side bays are for staircases, but
the first bay of the side elevations is not given any distinctive treatment. Three-sided flat-roofed porch with canted
sides occupies ground floor of central bay. Arched opening each side framed by Corinthian pilasters supporting
segmental pediments carved with dove and acanthus design over a plain frieze; carved foliage in spandrels and as
finial to each pediment; behind pediments is plain parapet. Behind porch two round-headed doors. First floor of
central bay contains three round-headed windows with jambs shared between windows and formed by wide
panelled Doric pilasters; panelled fields with roundels above. Frieze bears legend 'Bethesda Baptist Chapel'; dentil
cornice above extends round sides of building; pediment over central bay contains triplet of graduated round-
headed windows. Two side bays each contain a giant round-headed window, framed on the ground floor by wide
pilasters or plinths like those between windows of central bay, and on the upper floor by pairs of Doric pilasters,
separated by interrupted string course. Crowned by balustraded parapets, with a turret in the form of a quadrifrons
surmounted by a cupola on each outer corner. Similar turrets on rear facade, and chimney on apex of pediment.
Left-hand side elevation contains two rows of seven round-headed windows with moulded impost bands; on
right-hand side only the first four windows are present, the rest of the frontage having no openings or
embellishments. Frieze between ground and first floor windows on this side, supported by pilasters between the
windows, interrupting the impost bands. Roof of pantiles. Interior Lobby occupies whole width of building; dog-leg
gallery stairs, first flight against facade wall, area under second flight on either side used as inner lobby, with
arched opening to main lobby. Rectangular window in rear wall of main lobby stripped out; tiled floor; plastered
walls. In church walls plastered above matchboarded wainscot; timber floor. Varnished pews with matchboarded
backs, ends ornamented with simple carved rosette; in three blocks with those of outer blocks slanted to give better
view of pupit. Sedd fawr surrounded by rail supported by iron standards. Pulpit is free-standing with overhanging
panelled front supported on two wooden column; panels decorated with stencils. Straight stairs either side. Gallery
around four sides with panelled wooden front, panels divided by pilasters, varnished and picked out in gilt ;
supported by seven debased Corinthian columns, three on two long sides and one in middle of side nearest
entrance. Gallery pews different from those on ground floor -panelled backs and plain ends, varnished; pews
rounded to follow gallery corners. Organ at rear; two manual; no maker's name. Round-headed recess on either
side of organ. Ceiling mostly occupied by large oval panel divided into four with diagonal matchboarding; framed
into rectangle, with vents at corners has a central fretted vent with a smaller one either end. Door either side of
sedd fawr leads to minister's and deacons' rooms (cannot now be distinguished), with rear lobby at left-hand side

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1998

STATUS listed building 11554 II*
CROSS REFERENCES Same as 9000

SOURCES

GGAT assessment Swansea Chapels survey
01/pm desc text/Cadw//1987/Listed Building List/

PRN 03510w NAME ALEXANDRA NGR SS65619348 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Chapel, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Corner of Orchard and Alexander. Demolished early 1960s. Photographs in Swansea City Council

archives show that it was Gothic in style, stood gable end to Orchard Street, and that the central gabled section was
recessed between a projecting square tower

DESCRIPTION Corner of Orchard and Alexander. Demolished early 1960s. Photographs in Swansea City
Council archives show that it was Gothic in style, stood gable end to Orchard Street, and that the central gabled
section was recessed between a projecting square tower on the left and a projecting polygonal wing with a gable on
the right, both with angle buttresses. Built of snecked rock-faced sandstone enlivened by horizontal bands of Bath
stone, and with Bath stone dressing. Double-pitched roof to main building, broken at eaves over side elevation by
small gables; pyramidal roof to right-hand wing. Central two-centred door with carved tympanum between two
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small rectangular windows; hoodmould over door rose from string course over windows. Above were three
windows sharing jambs and all with two-centred heads, the middle window being the tallest and having two
cinquefoiled lights and geometric tracery; outer windows of a single light. Three graduated slits in gable. Tower
and polygonal wing each had a door similar to the main door, but narrower, on the front wall of the ground floor.
The side wall of the tower facing towards the main entrance had a pair of two-centred arched windows; above
these on both sides were three narrow slit lights; top storey had a pair of two-centred louvred openings with
hoodmoulds, standing above Bath stone panelling; corbel table above supported crenellations, and there were
pinnacles at the corners. Above door on polygonal wing was a small window with a pointed head flanked by similar
windows with rectangular heads; these also appeared on canted walls to sides. Small slender spire on roof rising
from middle of ridge

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1998

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES Same as 9038

SOURCES

GGAT assessment Swansea Chapels survey

PRN 03514w NAME CRUGLAS NGR SS65749401 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Chapel, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Burnt down late 1980s. Rather indistinct photographs in Swansea City Council archives show it to

have been classical in style and built of sandstone with some Bath stone architectural details with a double-pitched
slate roof, its gable end the main elev

DESCRIPTION Burnt down late 1980s. Rather indistinct photographs in Swansea City Council archives show it
to have been classical in style and built of sandstone with some Bath stone architectural details with a double-
pitched slate roof, its gable end the main elevation. Three round-headed doors, the central one being larger, Bath
stone string course, then a group of three round-headed windows sharing jambs, with the central one taller than the
other two, all enclosed in a relieving arch; Bath stone sill and imposts. Side elevation appears to have been of four
bays, the end bay blind and the other three each with a round-headed window in the upper floor and a square-
headed window in the lower floor.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1998

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES Same as 9045

SOURCES

GGAT assessment Swansea Chapels survey

PRN 03529w NAME EBENEZER NGR SS65659368 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Chapel, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Originally built 1803 as Independent. Congregation split over Temperance issue with breakaway

group building Capel Sion in High Street, later replaced by Henrietta Street Chapel. Congregations re-united in
1970s, when Ebenezer sold to Baptists who inserted baptistry under sedd fawr.

DESCRIPTION Originally built 1803 as Independent. Congregation split over Temperance issue with breakaway
group building Capel Sion in High Street, later replaced by Henrietta Street Chapel. Congregations re-united in
1970s, when Ebenezer sold to Baptists who inserted baptistry under sedd fawr. Rebuilt 1862 (architect possibly Rev
Thomas Thomas), when facade added; adjoining schoolroom (to left) in similar style dated 1894. Both constructed
of rockfaced snecked sandstone with Bath stone dressings above a sandstone plinth; both rectangular, with gables
to street. To left of schoolroom is house in same materials but vernacular style, with scrolled door. Church Exterior
In three bays, framed by giant pilasters on tall plinths rising to height of window sills of side bays; pilasters support
a pediment interrupted by a central round-headed arch. Side bays each have a pair of tall windows with moulded
impost bands, and triple keystones with vermiculated central sections; plain frieze with vermiculated block at either
end, from inner ones of which springs arch framing central bay; vermiculated voussoirs. Central bay contains
triplet of graduated round-headed windows at first floor level, keystones as for side bay windows; balustraded
apron above ground floor cornice. Ground floor of central bay is in Bath stone ashlar, with three round-headed
doors, keystones as for windows. Interior Lobby has staircase to gallery on either side, with lowest flight running
along inside of face wall. Doors to church set obliquely, with window between. Memorial tablets set on walls of
both lobby and church. Side walls of church in five bays, the first two being blind, the remaining three each having
a round-headed window in the upper floor and a square-headed window in the lower floor, apart from at the
left-hand side where there is a door to the schoolroom in the final bay. In rear wall are two tall round-headed
windows. On ground floor of rear wall are two doors leading under rear gallery, right-hand door now blocked and
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left-hand door leading to minister's room. All windows divided by glazing bars into two round-headed lights with a
circular light in the central spandrel. Sedd fawr opposite main entrance has a panelled back; seat itself is set on
platform; door to aisle on either side. Pulpit occupies whole of rear of platform, with stairs curving from front at
either side; turned balusters to stairs continue around front of pulpit, where they are boxed in at the back by a
wooden screen which follows the sinuous curve at the front of the pulpit; centre of pulpit under reading desk has a
solid panel with a stencilled design in dark red and black; stencilled frieze under balusters, under which is a plain
panel. Low-sided panelled box pews; varnished, with top moulding painted black; in three blocks, with pews of side
blocks beside sedd fawr facing in. Walls have wainscot continuous with pews; plastered above, panels between the
windows, with curved re-entrant corners outlined by mouldings. Floor timber, but partly carpeted. Ceiling plaster,
with two main panels each with central elaborately moulded rose picked out in paint; moulding at top of walls.
Gallery on four sides, with rounded corners, dipping over pulpit; supported on nine slender columns with
bell-shaped capitals embellished with acanthus leaves. Gallery front panelled in dark wood; varnished and picked
out in gilt, dark red, dark green and black; jettied out on cornice with dentils below, picked out in the same colours.
Raking pews in gallery as those of ground floor, but with higher backs; stepped down round corners at rear. Three-
manual organ in gallery over pulpit Minister's room to left to pulpit, with door under gallery. Done out in late 20th
century style, with none of original fittings remaining. Schoolroom and house Exterior Schoolroom has a string
course above the plinth, upon which stand three pilasters, as for church, supporting an even plainer frieze (no
moulding at base), above which in the gable are three graduated round-headed windows with keystones; datestone.
Below is one wide and narrow round-headed window with moulded impost bands; keystones. Interior has been
extensively altered in late 20th century style and provided with wooden partitions with windows in tops and false
ceiling. Ground floor of house is occupied by kitchen of mid 20th century style, and other ancillary rooms. Upper
floor in domestic occupation

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1998

STATUS listed building 11574 II*
CROSS REFERENCES Same as 11781

SOURCES

GGAT assessment Swansea Chapels survey

PRN 03564w NAME CITY TEMPLE (ELIM PENTECOSTAL) NGR SS65569365 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Modern, Chapel, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Dyfatty street, Swnasea. Originally constructed in 1975 with semi-basement and main floor;

enlarged 1995, which involved reversing the platform end of the hall and providing it with a galleried extension,
new lobby and stairs and new facade on the opposi

DESCRIPTION Dyfatty street, Swnasea. Originally constructed in 1975 with semi-basement and main floor;
enlarged 1995, which involved reversing the platform end of the hall and providing it with a galleried extension,
new lobby and stairs and new facade on the opposite end of the building from the previous main facade.
Post-modern style. Free-standing in a plot of land laid out as a car park, with one long side (no doors) facing
Dyfatty Street; ground rises away from Dyfatty Street frontage. Exterior In yellow and red brick ;concrete-tiled
hipped roof with subsidiary gables and rectangular roof-lights. Original main (S) elevation in red brick with yellow
brick band at top of wall. Five slightly staggered bays, the central three of which each have a gable filled by a
five-sided window; square-headed doorway at ground-floor level under left-hand gable; other two sections each
have rectangular window. New main (N) facade in three bays. Central (widest) bay is constructed in yellow brick
and gabled, with hexagonal window in peak of gable and inset yellow shiny yellow panel with dark red trim
beneath; below this is central entrance consisting of two pairs of double glass doors. Side bays are in red brick at
the bottom and yellow brick at the top; two narrow rectangular buildings in left-hand bay and one square window
in right-hand side. Dyfatty Street (W) frontage shows clear distinction between original and new sections. Original
section in six bays, divided by extremely narrow tall windows set in narrow recesses; rectangular windows to
semi-basement in all but first bay; walls mainly red brick with band of yellow brick at eaves continuing from
original main frontage. Outer part of new section in same colour scheme, but this part is dominated by
asymmetrically set pair of gables, each set with hexagonal window at top and rectangular window approximately
half-way up the wall; between the two windows is shiny yellow panel with dark red trim; brickwork below windows
and at sides in yellow brick. Other long wall similar, but lacking semi-basement. Interior New lobby (same end as
new facade) contains curved staircase to gallery rising from front right-hand corner; kitchen to right. Two pairs of
double doors to main hall which has no fixed fittings other than a platform at the far side, and a baptistery under
the floor towards the N end, marking the original position of the platform. The platform has a door to the to the
rear (original) lobby to its right and another on its left to the offices;. There is an extension to the platform at the
left, but not at the right where the emergency exit to Dyfatty Street is situated. Internally hall divided into five bays
(not counting the space under the gallery) by shallow pilasters set with tall narrow windows (see Dyfatty Street
elevation),; a additional buttress in the middle of the second bay shows where the hall was extended. Split level
ceiling, with lower section at either side supported by a tubular column. Dormer windows in each bay except the
last one. Under the gallery two emergency exits face the two rectangular windows on the Dyfatty Street side.
Gallery supported on two tubular columns; smoked glass front; folding panels above can be drawn to convert
gallery into meeting room. Lit by pair of hexagonal windows on either side (see exterior); ceiling follows line of
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windows. Semi-basement is occupied by series of small meeting rooms with late 20th century decor and fittings.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1998

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES Same as 91206

SOURCES

GGAT assessment Swansea Chapels survey

PRN 03571w NAME CAPEL GOMER NGR SS65649342 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Unknown, Chapel, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Orchard Street, constructed between 1888 and 1897. Bombed in the Second World War. No

information about appearance, other than schematic depiction on the 1888-1838 Fire Insurance plans of central
Swansea which show it as a standard rectangular building.

DESCRIPTION Orchard Street, constructed between 1888 and 1897. Bombed in the Second World War. No
information about appearance, other than schematic depiction on the 1888-1838 Fire Insurance plans of central
Swansea which show it as a standard rectangular building with a gallery around three sides and the organ on the
fourth facing the entrance. A photograph (consulted by courtesy of L A Toft) shows it as being Classical in style,
and apparently constructed in the same rock-faced squared sandstone blocks laid in snecked courses with Bath
stone dressings as most of the chapels of any pretentions constructed in Swansea at this date. It had a three-bay
fa�ade, the two outer bays each having a parapet decorated with what looks like blind arcading, and a giant
round-headed window with one string course at sill level and another at the height of the springing of the head. The
slightly projecting central bay had two doors side by side, each with keystone and impost bands, divide by a double
string course from a triplet of round-headed windows of the same size with a circlet above the central one and blind
circlets above the others, all within a large blind round-headed arch. The pediment over the central bay contained a
graduated triplet of small round-headed windows and had a finial at the apex with a conical top; there were
smaller pinnacles at the outer corners of the central and side bays. (It is probably from this chapel rather than the
post war Capel Gomer in Carlton Terrace (PRN 9003) from which came the organ now in Noddfa Chapel,
Lampeter.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1998

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

GGAT assessment Swansea Chapels survey

PRN 03573w NAME FRIENDS' MEETING HOUSE, HIGH STREET,
SWANSEA NGR SS65769354 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Unknown, Friends meeting house, RANK: 1
SUMMARY The site of the original Quaker meeting house in Swansea, from the end of the 17th century. The

Quakers owned a burgage plot fronting onto High Street and running back to The Strand; a meeting house fronted
onto High Street with a burial ground behind.

DESCRIPTION The site of the original Quaker meeting house in Swansea, from the end of the 17th century. The
Quakers owned a burgage plot fronting onto High Street and running back to The Strand; a meeting house fronted
onto High Street with a burial ground behind. A new meeting house (NPRN 91405) was built in 1807-9 at the
Strand end of the burial ground, and this was replaced in 1876 by a new building on the High Street frontage,
which remained in use until it was destroyed by bombing (SEE PRN 3256w, NPRN 91405, original NGR incorrect
(SS65729003), amended 14/5/01)

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1998

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

GGAT assessment Swansea Chapels survey

PRN 03578w NAME TABERNACLE WESLEYAN CHAPEL NGR SS65559360 COMMUNITY Castle
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TYPE Unknown, Chapel, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Extant 1909. No further information. Information from Fire Insurance plans 1909-38, and street map

of central Swansea drawn up for the 1909 meeting of the National Council of Evangelical Free Churches (original
NGR incorrect (SS65559004), amended to pos

DESCRIPTION Extant 1909. No further information. Information from Fire Insurance plans 1909-38, and street
map of central Swansea drawn up for the 1909 meeting of the National Council of Evangelical Free Churches
(original NGR incorrect (SS65559004), amended to possible NGR 14/5/01)

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1998

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

GGAT assessment Swansea Chapels survey

PRN 03827w NAME SWANSEA RAILWAY STATION NGR SS658936 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Railway station, RANK: 1
SUMMARY SWANSEA RAILWAY STATION, South Wales Passenger Railway, in use 1998

DESCRIPTION SWANSEA RAILWAY STATION, South Wales Passenger Railway, in use 1998

CONDITION
CONDITION: Intact DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1998

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES Same as 34874

SOURCES

PRN 03828w NAME SWANSEA ENGINE SHED NGR SS658936 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Engine shed, RANK: 1
SUMMARY swansea engine shed

DESCRIPTION swansea engine shed

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 1998

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES Same as 34872

SOURCES

PRN 04642w NAME SITE NAME NOT KNOWN NGR SS661939 COMMUNITY Landore
TYPE Post-Medieval, Sluice, RANK: 1
SUMMARY sluice in old river channel, shown on 1836 Harbour plan

DESCRIPTION sluice in old river channel, shown on 1836 Harbour plan

CONDITION
CONDITION: Destroyed DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED:

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

PRN 04644w NAME POTTERY MILL NGR SS659937 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Mill, RANK: 1
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SUMMARY Pottery mill shown on 1838 Harbour plan.

DESCRIPTION Pottery mill shown on 1838 Harbour plan.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Destroyed DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED:

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

PRN 04645w NAME SITE NAME NOT KNOWN NGR SS660937 COMMUNITY Landore
TYPE Post-Medieval, Lock, RANK: 1
SUMMARY lock and weir on new cut, shown on Harbour plan of 1832. (See also 04662w.)

DESCRIPTION lock and weir on new cut, shown on Harbour plan of 1832

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED:

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

PRN 04646w NAME SITE NAME NOT KNOWN NGR SS661937 COMMUNITY St Thomas
TYPE Post-Medieval, Slipway, RANK: 1
SUMMARY "patent slip" shown on 1832 harbour plan

DESCRIPTION "patent slip" shown on 1832 harbour plan

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED:

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

PRN 04647w NAME Culm wharf NGR SS65939354 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Wharf, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Culm wharves shown on 1832 harbour plan

DESCRIPTION Culm wharves shown on 1832 harbour plan

CONDITION
CONDITION: Destroyed DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED:

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE001379

SOURCES

PRN 04648w NAME Pipe Quay NGR SS660938 COMMUNITY Landore
TYPE Post-Medieval, Quay, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Pipe quay shown on 1832 harbour plan

DESCRIPTION pipe quay shown on 1832 harbour plan

CONDITION
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CONDITION: Destroyed DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED:

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE001379

SOURCES

PRN 04662w NAME SITE NAME NOT KNOWN NGR SS660937 COMMUNITY Landore
TYPE Post-Medieval, Weir, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Lock and weir on new cut, shown on Harbour plan of 1832. (See also PRN 04645w.)

DESCRIPTION Lock and weir on new cut, shown on Harbour plan of 1832. (See also PRN 04645w.)

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 2000

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

PRN 05254w NAME CHURCHYARD OF SWANSEA ST
MATTHEW NGR SS65709376 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Medieval, Churchyard, RANK: 1
SUMMARY There is a small flat churchyard, basically of quadrangular shape, although the NE corner had

already been encroached on by the time the tithe map was drawn up (1837).

DESCRIPTION There is a small flat churchyard, basically of quadrangular shape, although the NE corner had
already been encroached on by the time the tithe map was drawn up (1837). An area to the E, now waste ground,
was the cemetery extension of the 19th century, used for the victims of the cholera outbreak of the 1850s. The
present boundary is a wall in stone or brick wall except at the W where it is separated by a hedge from the
extension area. There is an entrances at either end of the E wall (to High Street), with paths leading to the W porch.
Evans 1998 GGAT 51 Historic Churches Project Three cobbled surfaces were recorded close to St Matthew's
Church during an archaeological watching brief, and were interpreted as part of an earlier, expanded churchyard,
dated to the 17th or 18th century by pottery finds (Kelly 2002).

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 2004

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES Associated with 0429w GGATE004713

SOURCES
Report Evans, E M 1998 Glamorgan Historic Churches Survey: Churches in the Archdeaconry of Gower

Report Kelly, S 2002 High Street, Swansea: Archaeological Watching Brief 1124 202/02
Evans EM, 2003-04, GGAT 73 Early Medieval Ecclesiastical Sites Project

PRN 05902w NAME NEW CUT IRON BOLLARD NGR SS6611093539 COMMUNITY St Thomas
TYPE Post-Medieval, BOLLARD, RANK: -
SUMMARY Iron bollard on east side of Afon Tawe.The bollard is similar to some on the west bank made by

Ynyscedwyn Iron Works. This type of bollard was widely exported from this notable ironworks at Ystradgynlais.

DESCRIPTION Iron bollard on east side of Afon Tawe, set back some 3m from the quay wall, approximately
200m north of Tawe Bridge. By the early 19th century stone quays and tidal basins almost continuously lined the
4.8km dredged and navigable length of the river. The Tawe was straightened in this area by digging the New Cut in
1842-5. The bollard is similar to some on the west bank made by Ynyscedwyn Iron Works. This type of bollard was
widely exported from this notable ironworks at Ystradgynlais. The bollard is listed for its special historic interest as
a 19th century iron bollard probably made at Ynyscedwyn (Source 01).

CONDITION
CONDITION: Damaged DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 2007

STATUS listed building 82484 II
CROSS REFERENCES Same as 310391
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SOURCES

03/Pm Desc Text/Wales Tourist Board/1981/A Glimpse of the Past, p26.
01/Desc Text/Cadw/Historic Building Condition Database.
02/Pm/Desc Text/Newman/1995/The Buildings of Wales: Glamorgan, p580/Copy in SMR Library.

PRN 05903w NAME NEW CUT BRIDGE NGR SS66089357 COMMUNITY St Thomas
TYPE Post-Medieval, BRIDGE, RANK: -
SUMMARY New Cut Bridge was a railway bridge built to carry a line running down the east bank of the River

Tawe across the New Cut at a point just below the Pottery Bridge.

DESCRIPTION New Cut Bridge was a railway bridge built to carry a line running down the east bank of the
River Tawe across the New Cut at a point just below the Pottery Bridge. From there the line divides into three, with
one branch going across the pottery bridge, one down the east side of North Dock, and the third following the west
bank of the New Cut. The bridge appears on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd edition of the Ordnance Survey map. The bridge is
documented as 'Telescope Bridge' on the 1879 first edition OS map. Part of the abutments on both banks are still
visible (EME 30/05/2006).

CONDITION
CONDITION: Damaged DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 2007

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - -

SOURCES

PRN 05904w NAME POTTERY BRIDGE NGR SS65969360 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, BRIDGE, RANK: -
SUMMARY Railway bridge (swing bridge) for the Swansea and Neath Railway, across the lock between the

North Dock and the North Dock Basin. The site of a fatal railway accident in 1865.

DESCRIPTION Railway bridge (swing bridge) for the Swansea and Neath Railway, across the lock between the
North Dock and the North Dock Basin. The site of a fatal railway accident in 1865 when a locomotive and 30
wagons of coal plunged through the open bridge into the dock (Source 01).

CONDITION
CONDITION: Destroyed DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 2007

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE004170

SOURCES

01/Pm Desc Text/Barrie, D. S. M/1994/A Regional History of the Railways in Great Britain Vol 12 South Wales,
p203/Copy in SMR Library.

PRN 05943w NAME Villier's Dry Dock NGR SS6596393784 COMMUNITY Landore
TYPE Post-Medieval, dry dock, RANK: -
SUMMARY Villier's Dry dock is shown on the 1879 1st Edition OS map alongside the Lock Basin and North

Dock Basin created at the Northern end of the River Tawe channel (Oxford Archaeology 2008).

DESCRIPTION Villier's Dry dock is shown on the 1879 1st Edition OS map alongside the Lock Basin and North
Dock Basin created at the Northern end of the River Tawe channel (Oxford Archaeology 2008).

CONDITION
CONDITION: Near Intact DESCRIPTION: The dock has been backfilled, however, walling and entrance remain

buried. RELATED EVENT: E000013 RECORDED: 2008

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE000013, GGATE000015, GGATE003073

SOURCES
Report Oxford Archaeology 2008 Unit Superheaters Engineering Swansea: Archaeological Watching Brief Report

2494 208/08

PRN 06964w NAME Canaan Chapel, St. Thomas NGR SS6632493978 COMMUNITY St Thomas
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TYPE Post-Medieval, chapel, RANK: -
SUMMARY Welsh Independent Chapel marked on 1st edition OS, structural remains appear to survive on 2012

mapping.

DESCRIPTION Welsh Independent Chapel marked on 1st edition OS, structural remains appear to survive on
2012 mapping.

CONDITION
CONDITION: DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED:

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES Same as 8957

SOURCES
Map Ordnance Survey 1st Edition OS map 6"

Map Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition OS map 6"
Map Ordnance Survey 3rd Edition OS map 6"

PRN 07109w NAME Mackworth Hotel, 41-44 High Street,
Swansea NGR SS6566493475 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Modern, Hotel, RANK: -
SUMMARY A large hotel frequently used as temporary accommodation for Belgian refugees on arrival in

Swansea during the early war period. (West Glam Archives TC 26/62). Additionally it would almost certainly have
accommodated important visitors to Swansea and been a focal point for those working on war related business. It
was the site of frequent reunion dinners for the 14th (Service) Battalion The Welsh Regiment (the Swansea Pals)
after the war. The hotel was built in 1895 and was Swansea's most prestigeous hotel for much of the 20th Century.
It survived the bombing of the town during the Second World War but never recovered from being the scene of a
murder in 1957 and was closed the same year. The building was demolished in 1971 and the site is now occupied
by Alexandra House. (http://elwyjones.wordpress.com/2013/10/24/the-mackworth-hotel-swansea/)

DESCRIPTION A large hotel frequently used as temporary accommodation for Belgian refugees on arrival in
Swansea during the early war period. (West Glam Archives TC 26/62). Additionally it would almost certainly have
accommodated important visitors to Swansea and been a focal point for those working on war related business. It
was the site of frequent reunion dinners for the 14th (Service) Battalion The Welsh Regiment (the Swansea Pals)
after the war. The hotel was built in 1895 and was Swansea's most prestigeous hotel for much of the 20th Century.
It survived the bombing of the town during the Second World War but never recovered from being the scene of a
murder in 1957 and was closed the same year. The building was demolished in 1971 and the site is now occupied
by Alexandra House. (http://elwyjones.wordpress.com/2013/10/24/the-mackworth-hotel-swansea/)

CONDITION
CONDITION: Destroyed DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: E004823 RECORDED: 2014

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE004823

SOURCES
Report Crawford, J. 2014 First World War Scoping Study Glamorgan and Gwent

PRN 07363w NAME Cambrian Copper Works NGR SS6590093700 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, copper works, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Site of former Cambrian copper works

DESCRIPTION Site of former Cambrian copper works that were founded in 1720 by Quaker James Griffiths.
Subsequently became Cambrian pottery.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: RECORDED: 2013

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE004170

SOURCES
Report Gerrard, Claudine 2006 Strand Petrol Station, Swansea 2186

PRN 07368w NAME Additional Brick Drying Chambers NGR SS6590093700 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, drying house, RANK: 1
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SUMMARY Likely location of brick drying chambers associated with the Glamorgan pottery.

DESCRIPTION An underground brick vaulted drying chamber serving the Glamorgan pottery was previously
identified during the construction of a multi-storey car park on the Strand. Gerrard (2006) cites S. Sell (pers comm)
for believing that similar chambers are likely to have existed and may remain as yet undiscovered.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: RECORDED: 2013

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE004170

SOURCES
Report Gerrard, Claudine 2006 Strand Petrol Station, Swansea 2186

PRN 07369w NAME North Dock NGR SS6587093650 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, dock, RANK: 1
SUMMARY North Dock, Swansea. Constructed in the mid-19th century.

DESCRIPTION North Dock, Swansea. Likely constructed sometime between 1843 and 1852, based on the tithe
and Board of Health maps. Infilled in the 1970s as part of the construction of Parc Tawe.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 2013

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE004170

SOURCES
Report Gerrard, Claudine 2006 Strand Petrol Station, Swansea 2186

PRN 07373w NAME Medieval Mill NGR SS6587493643 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Medieval, mill, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Likely location of a medieval mill associated with the mill pond visible on the 1843 tithe map.

DESCRIPTION Likely location of a medieval mill associated with the mill pond visible on the 1843 tithe map.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 2013

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE004170

SOURCES
Report Gerrard, Claudine 2006 Strand Petrol Station, Swansea 2186

PRN 07374w NAME Mill Pond NGR SS6590593771 COMMUNITY Landore
TYPE Post-Medieval, mill pond, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Mill pond for the copper and pottery works.

DESCRIPTION Mill pond for the copper and pottery works. Visible on 1843 tithe map and likely a later
extension of a medieval mill pond.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 2013

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE004170

SOURCES
Report Gerrard, Claudine 2006 Strand Petrol Station, Swansea 2186

PRN 07375w NAME Canal Lock Basin NGR SS6590593771 COMMUNITY Landore
TYPE Post-Medieval, canal lock, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Canal lock basin visible of 1-3rd OS maps.
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DESCRIPTION Canal Lock Basin visible of the first, second, and third editions of the ordnance survey maps.
This is the same location as the mill pond seen on the 1843 tithe.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 2013

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE004170

SOURCES
Report Gerrard, Claudine 2006 Strand Petrol Station, Swansea 2186

PRN 07377w NAME Pottery Dock NGR SS6593093610 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, dock, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Dock serving potteries during the late 18th and 19th centuries.

DESCRIPTION Dock shown on the 1843 tithe map and on plans of the adjacent potteries from 1792 and 1802.
Subsequently infilled by later development.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 2013

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE004170

SOURCES
Report Gerrard, Claudine 2006 Strand Petrol Station, Swansea 2186

PRN 07396w NAME Patent Fuel Works NGR SS6587393538 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, Fuel Production Site, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Part of the Gragola Merthyr Works. Visible on the 1-3rd editions of OS.

DESCRIPTION Part of the Gragola Merthyr Works. The Patent Fuel Works are visible on the first OS map, and
are shown to have expanded by the second and third OS editions.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 2013

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE004170

SOURCES
Report Gerrard, Claudine 2006 Strand Petrol Station, Swansea 2186

PRN 07399w NAME Coal wharf NGR SS6584593589 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE Post-Medieval, wharf, RANK: 1
SUMMARY Coal wharf visible on the 1st edn OS map

DESCRIPTION Coal wharf visible on the first edition of the OS map and likely associated with the Gragola
Merthyr Works.

CONDITION
CONDITION: Not known DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 2013

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE004170

SOURCES
Report Gerrard, Claudine 2006 Strand Petrol Station, Swansea 2186

PRN 08080w NAME Projected line of Town Ditch, Swansea NGR SS65709337 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE MEDIEVAL, BOUNDARY DITCH, RANK: -
SUMMARY Projected line of Swansea Town Ditch, possibly along the northern side of Kings Lane.
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DESCRIPTION Evidence of the medieval town boundary has been found along the High Street (0958w), and it is
assumed that it would have continued to the east, following the line of Kings Lane, and then turning south and
following a course parallel with the present line of The Strand. It has been suggested that there may be medieval
elements to the wall on the southern side of Kings Lane (Evans 1993). In light of these assumptions, it is considered
likely that the town ditch is located along the north side of Kings Lane (Howell 2003).

CONDITION
CONDITION: NOT KNOWN DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 2003

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE002984

SOURCES
Report Howell, K. 2003 Urban Village, 212-221 High Street, Swansea: archaeological assessment 1334 203/03

PRN 08081w NAME Bovetown Settlement, Swansea NGR SS65709340 COMMUNITY Castle
TYPE MEDIEVAL, SETTLEMENT, RANK: -
SUMMARY Documentary evidence for a suburb of Swansea known as Bovetown.

DESCRIPTION Documentary evidence (Calendar of Close Rolls 1429-1435: University of Wales, Swansea,
Local Archive Collection) suggests that there was medieval occupation along the High Street to the north of the
town walls, known as Bovetown. The 1843 Tithe Map shows narrow east-west tenements fronting onto the High
Street in this area, indicative of medieval burgage plots, suggesting that land divisions in this area were laid out as
part of Bovetown. Parts of this layout still survived in the modern town in 2003, and evidence of occupation may
survive below-ground (Howell 2003).

CONDITION
CONDITION: NOT KNOWN DESCRIPTION: - RELATED EVENT: - RECORDED: 2003

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE002984

SOURCES
Report Howell, K. 2003 Urban Village, 212-221 High Street, Swansea: archaeological assessment 1334 203/03

PRN 08149w NAME Revetment Wall on North Side of Road NGR SS6590693957 COMMUNITY Landore
TYPE POST MEDIEVAL, REVETMENT, RANK: -
SUMMARY Part of Hafod Copperworks (PRN E004762) a 4 meter wall shown on 1879 Map.

DESCRIPTION A 4 meter wall, near intact in the position of building from 1879 map. Part of Hafod
Copperworks (PRN E004762) (Locock 2002)

CONDITION
CONDITION: NEAR INTACT DESCRIPTION: A 4 meter wall, near intact in the position of building from 1879

map. Part of Hafod Copperworks. (Locock 2002) RELATED EVENT: E004762 RECORDED:

STATUS None recorded 
CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE004762

SOURCES
Report Locock, M 2002 Landore Park & Ride to Neath Road, Swansea: archaeological desktop study 1102 202/03

PRN 08150w NAME Wall of Railway Revetment NGR SS6594993957 COMMUNITY Landore
TYPE POST MEDIEVAL, REVETMENT, RANK: -
SUMMARY Wall of curent railway revetment, part of former Hafod Copper Works.

DESCRIPTION Wall of current railway reventment (former Hafod Copper Works site) in near intact condition
incorporating several different builds. Situated within the building range as shown on 1879 Map, and recorded as
YIM 18 in E004762. (Locock 2002)

CONDITION
CONDITION: NEAR INTACT DESCRIPTION: Wall of current railway reventment (former Hafod Copper Works

site) in near intact condition incorporating several different builds. Situated within the building range YIM 18 as
shown on 1879 Map. (Locock 2002) RELATED EVENT: E004762 RECORDED:

STATUS None recorded 
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CROSS REFERENCES - - GGATE004762

SOURCES
Report Locock, M 2002 Landore Park & Ride to Neath Road, Swansea: archaeological desktop study 1102 202/03

AM - 02.08.17 (11:02) - HTML file produced from GGAT HER, GGAT file number 1455. 
Glamorgan Gwent Archaeological Trust, Heathfield House, Heathfield, Swansea, SA1 6EL. 
tel (01792) 655208 , fax (01792) 474696, email her@ggat.org.uk , website www.ggat.org.uk

Archaeological data, from the Regional Historic Environment Record, supplied by The Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust in partnership with Local
Authorities, Cadw and the partners of ENDEX GGAT, 2010.
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              APPENDIX II:
Designated Archaeological Sites

Archaeology
Wales 



Conservation Areas within 1km 

Ref. No. Name NGR 

CA014 Wind Street SS 6568 9303 

CA022 Alexandra Road SS 6547 9340 

CA021 Maritime Quarter SS 6607 9287 

CA017 Vivianstown SS 6578 9481 

CA018 Oxford Street / Nelson Street / Union Street SS 6536 9295 

CA025 Mount Pleasant SS 6507 9363 

 

 

Scheduled Ancient Monuments within 1km 

SAM No. Name NGR Site Type Period 

GM441 Original Swansea Castle SS657931 Castle Medieval 

GM012 Swansea Castle SS657930 Castle Medieval 

GM482 Foxhole River Staithes SS662941 Staithes Post-
Medieval/Modern 

GM481 White Rock Copper Works SS662947 Industrial 
monument 

Post-
Medieval/Modern 

 

 

Listed Buildings within 1km  

LB 
No. 

Name Eastings Northings Grade 

11548 Offices of associated British ports (formerly Swansea 
harbour trust) 

265999 192878 II* 

11549 Central police station, Alexandra road 265569 193418 II 

11550 Central library, Alexandra road 265535 193428 II 

11551 School of art, Alexandra road 265520 193416 II 

11552 Swansea working men's club & institute, Alexandra road 265531 193492 II 

11553 Glynn Vivian art gallery 265503 193463 II* 

11554 Bethesda Baptist church 265783 193897 II* 

11568 Swansea castle 265716 193067 I 

11570 Midland bank 265690 192997 II* 

11571 St. Joseph’s R.C. church, Convent street, Greenhill 265568 194428 II 

11572 Presbytery at St. Joseph’s R.C. church 265577 194403 II 

11573 Top rank club (formerly albert hall) 265307 193187 II 

11574 Ebenezer Baptist chapel, Ebenezer street 265653 193693 II* 

11575 Ebenezer Baptist chapel hall, Ebenezer street 265652 193682 II* 

11583 No.26 high street (Kings Arms p.h.) 265631 193377 II 

11584 St. Matthew’s church, High street 265694 193751 II 

11585 Palace theatre 265726 193860 II 

11586 No.233 high street (the bush hotel) 265671 193309 II 

11587 Unitarian church 265675 193265 II 

11590 Mount pleasant Baptist church, Kingsway 265416 193176 II* 



11591 Mount pleasant Baptist church hall, Kingsway 265426 193184 II* 

11592 Mount pleasant Baptist school blocks, Kingsway 265421 193180 II* 

11593 Siloam independent chapel, Llangyfelach road 265572 194844 II 

11594 No.15 mount pleasant (mount pleasant hotel) 265275 193336 II 

11595 Offices of community industry, Mount Pleasant 265331 193309 II 

11596 Former Swansea grammar school, Mount Pleasant 265301 193450 II 

11597 Technical college building, Mount Pleasant 265182 193519 II 

11599 Iron bollard close to river Tawe to n. of new cut bridge, new 
cut road 

266092 193281 II 

11600 Iron bollard close to river Tawe to n. of new cut bridge, new 
cut road 

266095 193268 II 

11601 Church of St. John the Baptist, Hafod Odo street 265731 194657 II 

11602 Former Carlton cinema (including nos.18b & 18c) 265343 192945 II 

11603 Restaurant (including nos.18b & 18c) oxford street 265347 192934 II 

11610 No.1a pier street 266010 192854 II 

11611 No.2 princess way 265731 192866 II 

11612 No.3 princess way 265728 192866 II 

11613 No.4 princess way 265724 192868 II 

11632 St. Mary’s church, St. Mary's square 265596 192926 II 

11633 Swansea county court & offices, St. Mary's square 265642 192901 II 

11634 Pedestal & statue of Sir H. Hussey Vivian St. Mary's Square, 265568 192861 II 

11635 Old cross keys p.h. 265656 192955 II 

11636 No.17 St. Mary's street 265683 192979 II 

11637 No.2 Somerset place (also known as prospect place) 265977 192914 II 

11638 No.3 Somerset place (also known as prospect place) 265983 192913 II 

11639 No.4 Somerset place (also known as prospect place) 265990 192913 II 

11640 No.5 Somerset place (also known as prospect place) 265996 192913 II 

11641 No.6 Somerset place (also known as prospect place) 266003 192913 II 

11642 No.7 Somerset place (also known as prospect place) 266011 192912 II 

11643 The old guildhall (former annexe to Dynevor comprehensive 
school) Somerset place 

266079 192929 II* 

11645 No.4 the strand (colonial buildings including ace electrical 
spares centre) 

265889 192963 II 

11646 St. Jude’s church & church hall, terrace road 264882 193480 II 

11647 No.10 union street (tavern p.h. & ye olde wine shoppe) 265350 192996 II 

11648 Mond buildings, union street 265354 193072 II 

11649 Mond buildings, union street 265361 193070 II 

11650 Mond buildings, union street 265357 193063 II 

11651 Mond buildings, union street 265360 193056 II 

11656 No.6 wind street 265751 192989 II 

11657 No.7 wind street (Liverpool Victoria insurance offices) 
including "cane connection" shop 

265760 192984 II 

11658 No.8 wind street (national bank ltd.) 265766 192979 II 

11659 No.9 wind street (national bank ltd.) 265772 192989 II 

11660 Old post office building, wind street (now post office sorting 
office) 

265786 192976 II 

11662 Nos.11 & 12 wind street (telecom building) 265801 192971 II 

11663 Lloyd's bank, wind street 265869 192945 II 

11664 Nos.51 & 52 wind street (national Westminster bank) 265788 192938 II 

11665 No.53 & 54 wind street, including entry to salubrious 265779 192945 II 



passage 

11666 No.54 wind street, including entry to salubrious passage 265775 192939 II 

11667 No.55 wind street, including entry to salubrious passage 265770 192948 II 

11668 No.56 wind street ("no sign bar" & Munday's wine 
merchants) 

265762 192941 II 

11669 Barclay's bank, wind street 265750 192944 II 

11670 Nos.59 & 60 wind street (the coach house) 265741 192950 II 

11671 No.61 wind street 265735 192958 II 

11672 No.62 wind street 265729 192961 II 

11673 Castle cinema 265717 193115 II 

11674 York place Baptist chapel, York street 265806 192805 II 

11675 York place Baptist chapel hall, York street 265797 192801 II 

11686 Hafod bridge, Neath road 265787 194206 II 

11728 The Flag Ship Building 266342 192979 II 

16880 Former Vivian locomotive shed 266146 194738 II 

82482 Church of Saint Thomas 266619 193243 II 

82483 Dock at former White Rock Copperworks and quay wall to N 266284 194676 II 

82484 Iron bollard on E side of Afon Tawe 266115 193552 II 

83278 Centre for Greater Self Awareness (The Old Ragged School) 265532 193379 II 
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NON TECHNICAL SUMMARY 
 
This Specification details the proposal for an archaeological Desk Based Assessment 
and Site Visit associated with the proposed construction of a student accommodation 
block on Jockey Street, Swansea. It has been prepared by Archaeology Wales Ltd for 
Garip Demirci as part of an application for planning permission.  
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The proposed development comprises plans for the construction of a multi-storey block 
of student accommodation on the site of the Canoldre Centre, Jockey Street, Swansea 
(henceforth – the site), centred on NGR SS 65811 93829 (Figure 1 and 2). The local 
planning authority is the City and County of Swansea (henceforth –CCS).  
 
This Specification has been prepared by Philip Poucher, Archaeology Wales Ltd 
(Henceforth - AW) at the request of Hugh Griffiths Architect Ltd, on behalf of their 
clients, Mr Garip Demirci. It provides information on the methodology that will be 
employed by AW during a Desk Based Assessment and Site Visit.  
 
The purpose of the proposed Desk Based Assessment and Site Visit is to provide the 
CCS with the information they are likely to request in respect of the proposed 
development, the requirements for which are set out in Planning Policy Wales 8 (Ed.8 
January 2016), Section 6.5, and Welsh Office Circular 60/96. The work is to highlight 
and assess the impact upon standing and buried remains of potential archaeological 
interest to ensure that they are adequately preserved or fully investigated and recorded 
if they are disturbed or revealed as a result of subsequent activities associated with the 
development. 
 
This specification is to be approved by the Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust 
(henceforth – GGAT) who act as archaeological advisers to CCS. 
 
All work will conform to the Standard and Guidance for Archaeological Desk Based 
Assessment (CIfA December 2014) and be undertaken by suitably qualified staff to the 
highest professional standards. 
 
 
2 Development Details & Site description 
 
Draft development details have been provided by the architect, and it is understood 
that planning permission will be sought to develop the site for a single block of student 
accommodation along with associated infrastructure. The building will be arranged in 
a U-shape plan layout along Jockey Street to the south, John Street to the west, and 
Bargemans Row to the east. The building will be mixed level, with a high-rise element 
in the southeast corner rising to 11-floors. The highest part of the building is 
approximately 40 – 45m high, and the development site as a whole comprises 
approximately 0.31 hectares.  
 
The site lies close to the centre of the city of Swansea, at approximately 17-18mOD. 
The area is currently developed, and occupied by a modern brick-built structure 
comprising the Canoldre Centre, and an adjacent area of car-parking.  
Friendship House and other community hall buildings lie immediately to the north. As 
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mentioned the site is bounded to the south by Jockey Street, the west by John Street, 
and to the north by Bethesda Street. Beyond which lie a conglomeration of municipal 
and residential buildings of varying sizes, largely modern but including some 19th 
century structures. To the east the site is bounded by Bargemans Row, with land 
dropping away to New Cut Road, crossed by an elevated railway, beyond which lies 
various semi-industrial and commercial buildings. 
 
The centre of Swansea lies less than 1km to the south, with the site located in a mixed-
use area on the north side of the centre, including residential, commercial and 
municipal buildings. Residential area extend beyond this to the north and west. To the 
east lies the Tawe river basin.    
 
Geologically the proposed development area sits upon sandstone of the Llynfi Member, 
overlain by Devensian till (BGS 2016). 
 
 
3 Site specific objectives 
 
The primary objective will be to assess the potential impact of the development proposals 
on the historic environment by means of a detailed desk top study and site visit. This 
will help inform future decision making, design solutions and potential mitigation 
strategies. The aim will be to make full and effective use of existing information in 
establishing the archaeological significance of the site, to elucidate the presence or 
absence of archaeological material, its character, distribution, extent, condition and 
relative significance. 
 
The work will include a comprehensive assessment of regional context within which the 
archaeological evidence rests and will aim to highlight any relevant research issues within 
national and regional research frameworks. 
 
The work will result in a report that will provide information of sufficient detail to allow 
informed planning decisions to be made which can safeguard the archaeological 
resource. Preservation in situ will be advocated where at all possible, but where 
engineering or other factors result in loss of archaeological deposits, preservation by 
record will be recommended. 
 
 
4 The proposed archaeological work 
 
The proposed archaeological work relates to the whole of the site, i.e. all of the 
application area. 
 
The aim of the work will be to establish and make available information about the 
archaeological resource existing on the site. The work will include the following elements: 
 

 A detailed desk top study (Stage 1)  
 A site visit (Stage 2) 
 The production of an illustrated report and the deposition of the site archive (Stage 

3) 
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5    Method statement for a detailed desk top study (Stage 1)  
 
The assessment will consider the following: 
 
a) The nature, extent and degree of survival of archaeological sites, structures, deposits 

and landscapes within the study area. It will involve the following areas of research: 
 
1. Collation and assessment of all relevant information held in the regional 

HER at Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust in Swansea, within 500m 
from the edge of the proposed development area.  

2. Collation and basic assessment of the impact on all Designated archaeological 
sites (Scheduled Ancient Monuments, Listed Buildings, Historic Parks & 
Gardens, landscapes, Conservation Areas) within 1km from the edge of the 
aforementioned area.  

3. Assessment of all available excavation report and archives including 
unpublished and unprocessed material affecting the site and its setting. 

4. Assessment of all extant aerial photographic (AP) evidence. This will include 
visits to Central Register of Air Photography for Wales, in Cardiff. 

5. Assessment of archive records held at the County Archives, and as 
appropriate, site files held by RCAHMW 

6. Records held by the developer e.g. bore logs, geological/geomorphological 
information, aerial photographs, maps, plans. 

7. Map regression analysis using all relevant cartographic sources e.g. All 
editions of the Ordnance Survey County Series, Tithe and early estate maps 
(as available). 

8. Place name evidence. 
9. Internet sourced satellite imagery and Lidar imagery as available. 
10. Assessment of the records held at the Portable Antiquities Scheme. 
11. Historic documents (e.g. Charters, registers, estate papers). 

 
b) The significance of any remains in their context both regionally and nationally and 
in light of the findings of the desk based study. 
 
c) The history of the site, based on the areas of research outlined above.  
 
d) The potential impact of any proposed development on the setting of known sites of 
archaeological importance (this will constitute a brief assessment, rather than a formal 
assessment such as that detailed in the Design Manual of Roads and Visits). 
 
e)  The potential for further archaeological remains to be present, which have not been 
identified in pre-existing archaeological records. 
 
f) The potential for further work, with recommendations if requested and where 
appropriate for a suitable investigative and/or mitigation methodology. 
 
 
6    Method statement for a Site Visit (Stage 2) 
 
The site visit will be a visual walked search of the accessible development area. The 
ground surface will be visually inspected for all earthworks, structures and finds. The 
location of any environmental archaeological deposits, or areas which may have a 
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potential for such deposits, will also be taken into account along with the more traditional 
‘visible’ archaeology. 
 
All located sites or finds will be accurately fixed by means of GPS. Each individual find or 
site location will have an accurate NGR reference attached. Where a close cluster of 
related features is identified a single NGR for the centre of the cluster will be used, and 
each constituent feature separately described in the text.  
 
The character, function, condition, vulnerability, potential dating and relationship to other 
features of each identified site or find will be described fully. The importance of the site 
or find will be assessed in terms of local, regional or national significance. 
 
A sketch survey of each identified site layout will be made with accompanying metric 
measurements 
 
Written, drawn and photographic records of an appropriate level of detail will be 
maintained throughout the course of the project. Digital photographs, including metric 
scales, will be taken using cameras with resolutions of 10 mega pixels or above.  
 
Illustrations will be drawn to a scale of 1:50, 1:20 and 1:10 as required, and these will 
be related to Ordnance Survey datum and published boundaries where appropriate. 
 
The site visit will also assess the visual impact of the proposed development on the 
setting of known sites of archaeological importance. Photographs will be taken from the 
proposed development to help illustrate and assess this visual impact and Designated 
sites within the study area will also be visited with photographs taken towards the 
proposed development to help illustrate and assess this visual impact on these sites. 
 
 
 
 
7    Method statement for the production of an illustrated report and the 
deposition of the site archive (Stage 3) 
 
A report will be produced which synthesises the results of stages 1 and 2 and thereby 
assesses the total archaeological resource within the development area.  
 
The results will be presented in a report and will be detailed and laid out in such a way 
that data and supporting text are readily cross-referenced. The HER Officer will be 
contacted to ensure that any sites or monuments not previously recorded in the HER are 
given a Primary Record Number (PRN) and that data structure is compatible with the 
HER. The historical development of the site will be presented in phased maps and plans 
comprising clearly, the outline of the site. 
 
Within the report an attempt will be made to indicate areas of greater or lesser 
archaeological significance and the sites will be ranked in level of overall archaeological 
importance (locally, regionally and nationally). 
 
All relevant aerial photographs, re-plots and historic maps will be included and be fully 
referenced. Any site photographs included in the report will be appropriately captioned 
and clearly located on a suitably scaled site plan. 
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The report will specifically include the following: 
1. a copy of the design brief 
2. a location plan 
3. all identified sites plotted on an appropriately scaled plan of the proposal site 
4. a gazetteer of all located sites with full dimensional and descriptive detail 

including grid reference and period 
 
Copies of the report will be sent to Huw Griffiths Architects for dissemination with the 
client, and to GGAT and for inclusion in the HER. Digital copies will be provided in pdf 
format if required. 
 
Any further stages of archaeological work, after the submission of the report for stages 
one and two outlined above, will be the subject of an additional GGAT curatorial brief 
against which a further AW specification will be drawn up. 
 
 
The site archive 
A project archive will be prepared in accordance with the National Monuments Record 
(Wales) agreed structure and be deposited with the National Monuments Records, held 
and maintained by the RCAHMW, Aberystwyth, on completion of site analysis and report 
production. It will also conform to the guidelines set out in 'Management of 
Archaeological Projects Two, Appendix 3' (Historic England 2015). The digital archive will 
be deposited with the NMR. 
 
Although there may be a period during which client confidentiality will need to be 
maintained, the report and the archive will be deposited not later than six months after 
completion of the work. 
 
Other significant digital data generated by the survey (ie AP plots, EDM surveys, CAD 
drawings, GIS maps, etc) will be presented as part of the report on a CD/DVD. The 
format of this presented data will be agreed with the curator in advance of its 
preparation. 
 
 
8   Resources and timetable 
 
Standards 
The desk based assessment will be undertaken by AW staff using current best practice. 
 
All work will be undertaken to the standards and guidelines of the CIfA.  
 
Staff 
The project will be undertaken by suitably qualified AW staff. Overall management of the 
project will be undertaken by Philip Poucher.  
 
Equipment 
The project will use existing AW equipment. 
 
Timetable of archaeological works 
The work will be undertaken at the convenience of the client and is likely to commence 
imminently.  
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Insurance 
AW is fully insured for this type of work, and holds Insurance with Aviva Insurance 
Ltd and Hiscox Insurance Company Limited through Towergate Insurance.  Full details 
of these and other relevant policies can be supplied on request. 
 
Arbitration 
Disputes or differences arising in relation to this work shall be referred for a decision 
in accordance with the Rules of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators’ Arbitration 
Scheme for the Institute for Archaeologists applying at the date of the agreement. 

 
Health and safety 
All members of staff will adhere to the requirements of the Health & Safety at Work Act, 
1974, and the Health and Safety Policy Statement of AW. 
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